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Abstract
Over the years Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has gained momentum and is becoming
the standard for providing systematic business solutions. Likewise, the requirements for
identifying business services are fast changing and a solution to the service identification
problem needs a robust approach. It is known that this task of identifying candidate services
is the first and the most important step in developing service-oriented business systems. The
recent approaches of identifying candidate services have some shortcomings (defined data
type size, unrepeatable approach, inapplicable to all enterprise information system and
unadaptable to business factor change). Some approaches focus on fixed cases or certain
types of organizations (single or collaborating organizations) neglecting the enterprise
systems which are either (open or closed) single or collaborating enterprise information
system, which makes some past approaches not applicable to some real-life business cases.
This thesis focuses on solving the headline issues and introduces a new approach for service
identification applicable to different organization’s business processes. The thesis also
proposes a new step-by-step algorithm and methodology that identify business services
derived from data-set from any given business case.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Enterprise architecture (EA1) was proposed in 2005 to allow organisations that adopt it to re-
duce IT systems complexity and to improve the alignment of their business with (Information
Technology (IT)), resulting into reduction in organization’s cost (Alves et al., 2013; Lankhorst,
2005).
Lampe et al. (2013); Schulte et al. (2014) highlight “....15% to 20% of banks’ overall
administrative expenses are attributed to the IT cost. This arguably much more than 15%
to 20% as banks are reducing staff (therefore, increase spending on IT even if the IT is
efficient). Furthermore, Mai (2012) presents the banks overall IT spending as followings, 1%
on overhead, 24% on infrastructure , 45% on application operations and maintenance and
29% on application development, corresponding to last twelve years of operation, all these
figures sum up to 70% cost. DB research made a study of the IT cost on various continent, it
states that IT costs differ substantially, ranging from USD 270 billion to USD 460 billion
for their 2013 budgets, resulting to 7.3% of their revenues, as found by Forrester Research
Inc (Mai, 2012). Therefore, it can be said that majority banking administrative expenses are
partially classified as IT cost.
1Lankhorst (2005, p.3) defined EA as“ a coherent whole of principles, methods and models that are used in
the design and realization of an enterprise’s organizational structure, business processes, information systems,
and infrastructure”
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Aside from cost, financial institutions have to fulfil the banking regulatory requirements
which contributes to increased IT costs. In other sectors like manufacturing and e-retail,
the overall administrative expenses will be higher than financial sector because of lack of
developing and supporting tools for extensive support for simulation, business intelligence,
business re-use, case management and many more.
The aim of this research is to investigate potential approaches to reduce the overall cost
on IT through reduction on process model wastage, i.e. (specific process model only last for a
purpose). Organizations need to address the wastage of process model by identifying possible
reusable services from the old (single or collaborative) process models. Therefore, banks‘ or
any organizations‘ IT cost can be highly reduced when services are identified with the right2
size of granularity. Also, IT cost can be reduced if their processes are service-oriented and
they can outsource for other people to maintain, because they system is easy to integrate and
they can pay-per-use.
This thesis explores various weaknesses of current methods of service identification and
studies how these can be addressed to improve business services and reduce cost.
1.1 Problem Background
In modern time, organizations are still exploiting every means of improving their services
and reduce cost, even though there are so many works and frameworks with exhaustive
approaches that has been introduced into improving business services. Several numbers
of used and wasted process models cannot be accounted for every time requirement and
organization goal change.
In this regard, there is an evident necessity for new approaches and guidelines in achieving
re-usability of business services which are adaptable to “change factor." As an attempt to
2The use of the word “right” is the best terminology for this domain which satisfies the technical metric
(low coupling and high cohesion) and managerial metrics (low reuse cost principles)
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address the identified problem above, the main question that is needed to be answered is:
How can business services with large collections of process models be (defined, analysed,
evaluated) to suite the future facilitation improvement and development of new collaborative
process models, providing new challenges, enhancement and opportunities? This question
has been sub-divided into several sub-questions:
-What are the requirements and guidelines for service identification in the context where
service reuse in case of change is important?
-How does right identification of services improve business process variability?
1.1.1 Motivation
This work is based on the current knowledge of service identification which are less flexible
and applicable to any business instance. The identification of business services with right
sizes of granularity are important because (i.) too small size of services requires too much
time to compose and achieve any interesting functions, and (ii.) too big size of services
required might not be reusable which is against the principle ofSOA. Therefore, the “right-
size” of business service has to be identified which fits for purpose in every business instance.
Also, industries are having fewer requirements to migrate their legacy systems into service
oriented systems, because there is no formal (semi)-automatic approach to identify services
for supporting and building business process management systems (BPMS).
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
Our work will explore the need to improve business process flexibility and variability, in
business service. The result will motivate organizations to achieve great business goals and
interest. Specifically, the research will provide the following:
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• create an improved dynamic and adaptive business process system, a system with high
granularity that will not just create higher complexity in any business governance but
also improve process exchange, calls between services and collaboration between inter
or intra-organization.
• To develop a design method that is able to identify large amount of service using
(semi)-automatic approach. There is no unified approach or method in identifying
services, which the industries need to implement SOA systems. This research provides
a clear understanding and recommendations in achieving the right service identification
method for supporting and building BPMS.
• a guideline, approach and recommendation for the design of context-adaptive business
process, in both imperative and declarative way.
1.3 Research Methodology
In this thesis, we are focused on using both qualitative and design science knowledge, as
addressed in each sub-sections, as it is obvious from the research questions that broad
knowledge of the background problems which aims to improve and give a framework to
generate candidate business services from any organization’s requirement and business
process model.
We follow a new methodology in achieving a new framework to generate candidate business
services and also measuring the alignment of services with business goals. The goal of
new approach in identifying business process is to improve business agility which reduces
complexity and redundancy of services.
Several researchers have focused on high re-usability, capability, entity-centric approaches
recently. The drawback of entity-centric approach is that it does not show the internal view of
business processes. In our approach, we will focus on the internal representation and view of
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business process called data-centric approach. This approach can early adapt to requirement
change and further improve on re-usability, and capability. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 3.2 presents and overview of the adopted methodology. Section 3.3
presents the goal-, model- and data-based principles and their characteristics. This will guide
into choosing the requirement for the best principle for building new approach in detail
in an attempt to answer the research questions. Section 3.4 summarises the chapter. The
methodology used in this research is called design-oriented or -science research Verschuren
and Hartog (2005), Hevner et al. (2004)
Design science creates and evaluates IT artefacts intended to solve identified organizational
problems. Such artefacts are represented in a structured form that may vary from software,
formal logic, and rigorous mathematics to informal natural language descriptions. Design
science addresses research through the building and evaluation of artefacts designed to meet
the identified business need.
Also, the motives of the research methodology give deep understanding of the research
questions (see Section 1.1) and how to solve them (see Chapter 4). In this thesis, we present
the step-by-step directions for developing a new approach in achieving the research objectives
(see Section 1.2). Moreover, we use, analyse and evaluate a given case study to demonstrate
the practicality of the new approach (see Chapter 4)
In achieving the objectives, the following steps are taken. Firstly, we reviewed several
numbers of publications (see Section 2.5 and 2.6), which gives qualitative knowledge needed
in understanding and exploring new method. Secondly, in creating a new method, we use an
exploratory study of different concepts namely data derivation and dependencies in Business
Process Management (BPM) and documents (files), proto-service clustering algorithm, and
service identification algorithm. Figure 1.1 carefully illustrates the phases in creating a new
method which includes the foundation, initial design, proposition, design and prototype,
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validation, and evaluation and reflection phases, as shown in the next subsections, each of
these phases are elaborated on.
1. Phase I -The foundation
This phase focuses on the initial definition of the background issues and find the related
research questions that will be suitable for creating the “right" services. Section 2.6
largely demonstrates the initial work that has been done in service identification in
business process management and software development. Our aim is to create a dy-
namic and adaptive business services with less complexity in any business governance
and improved process/data exchange, calls between services and collaboration between
inter or intra-organization. In devising the aim, some research questions are defined to
assist in creating the methodological approach in achieving the research aim.
In Figure 1.1, each of the phases illustrates the objective of the research. The comple-
tion of the foundation phase leads to the proposition phase which we explain in the
following sub-section.
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Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV
Phase V
Phase VI
Phase VII
Phase VIII
Phase IX
1
Re-define Background Prob-
lem, Aim and Objective
2
Research Questions
3
Literature Review
5
Review SIMs
4
Drawback of Current SIM
6
Requirement for New SIM
7
Component of
Data-based Model
8
Data Represen-
tation within BP
9
Data Dependency
10
Types of Data Elements
11
Proto-services
and Attributes
12
Deriving Data Elements
13
Data Dependency Graph
14
Service Cluster-
ing algorithms
15
Design Data-driven SIF
16
Initial Validation
17
Real-time Db-SIF Software
18
Conclusion and
Research Outcome
see Section 4
see Section 4.2.2
see Section 4.2.1
see Section 4.3.1
Fig. 1.1 Research Methodology
2. Phase II -The proposal
After defining the research questions and investigating the related works as stated in
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foundation phase, we propose the possible steps in giving solutions to the research
questions which are classified into four activities as shown in Figure 1.1. The solution
to this phase give us the requirement for designing business service identification
methods for any enterprise information systems and Service-Oriented Business Pro-
cess Management (SOBPM). These activities are the exploratory study, the past and
recent researches on service identification, and the drawbacks of the current Service
Identification Methods (SIM).
A full exploratory study on related works is shown in Chapter 2 where we reviewed
with description and understanding of the following concepts namely: BPM, SOA and
SOBPM, demonstrating each concept’s challenges.
The initial finding phase comprises of reviewed literature comprising of their tech-
niques, approaches and methods of identifying both software and business services.
Furthermore, we compared all the techniques, approaches and methods using certain
criteria (see Section 2.6).
The finding and comparisons deduce the drawbacks which gives us the understanding
of the current techniques and new development. Based on these drawbacks of the
existing methods and the comparison generated, the weaknesses of the current service
identification approach (value-based service identification, goal service modelling,
domain decomposition, asset analysis, Use case analysis, and goal service modelling
approaches etc.).
Therefore, in developing new service identification methods, there are series of require-
ments that are considered (see Section 2.6.3). The completion of the initial finding
phase leads to the initial design phase which we explain in the following chapters. The
rest of the phase are shown in the diagram and it is self-explanatory.
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1.4 Major Contribution of the Thesis
There are several approaches introduced into industry that the are static i.e. they are built for
a tailored case. Our work is driven by both the academic and industry and will contribute in
1. Understanding the notion, importance of applicability of service identification in
enterprise information system.
2. Creating new requirement for identifying business service in enterprise information
system
3. Creating a data-oriented method with repeatable approach and undefined data type size
1.5 List of Publications
1. Sofela O, Xu, L and De Vrieze, P Context-Aware Process Modelling through Impera-
tive and Declarative Approach. 114th IFIP WG 5.5 Working Conference on Virtual
Enterprise. pp 191-200, 2013
2. Sofela, O., Xu, L. and De Vrieze, P., 2016. Needs of Service Identification for Service-
Oriented Business Process Management. In: SQM 2016: 24th International Software
Quality Management Conference, 21-22 March 2016 Bournemouth, UK.
3. Sofela, O., Xu, L. and De Vrieze, P., 2016. Service Identification Requirements
for Enteprise Information Systems. In: SKIMA: 10th International Conference on
Software, Knowledge, Information Management and Applications Conference. China.
4. Sofela, O., Xu, L. and De Vrieze, P., 2017, Service Identification Framework for
Enterprise Information System. (Awaiting Journal Publication)
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1.6 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows,
• Chapter 1 describes the research aims and objectives, the research questions and the
methodology used to achieve the objectives.
• Chapter 2 provides a state-of-art review of the key notions of BPM research and also
an overview of the most relevant existing methods and approaches used in service
identification.
• Chapter 3 investigates requirements of service identification from different types
of information systems, from single systems to collaborative systems, from closed
systems to open systems. The research is important for providing a solid foundation
for further identifying services for developing different service-oriented systems. The
chapter clearly state the importance of distinguishing the methodology to be used for
every involvement (i.e. single system or collaborative). Same methodology cannot be
used to identify services in all systems or organization. Therefore, organizations using
different enterprise information systems can have different involvement and operations.
In solving the issue, we introduce two-dimensional enterprise information system,
one dimension shows the representation of organization system, i.e. “involvement”
dimension and the other dimension represents operation of organizations which can
be seen as open or closed for other partners, i.e.“operation” dimension. For any the
enterprise information systems in any axis or dimension, certain service orientation are
defined which further assist in business service identification with the right granularity.
In doing so, we state the requirement for service identification for each dimension.
• Chapter 4 introduces the data derivation within business processes model or document
in single and collaborative systems and presents the data-driven service identification
framework.
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• Chapter 5 presents the evaluation procedure for data-based service identification
framework using the quality metrics.
• Chapter 6 provides the conclusions that arise from the work done in each chapters
and formulates the future direction for the integration of the framework into making
organizations realize their potentials.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
The rise and inclusion of information technology into organization has played significant
roles from the initial design stage, day-to-day running of the business processes and operating
in a common business domain which align business needs with their systems’ needs to burst
profit and compete and survive in their domain.
In any organization, the business needs have to properly defined which involves stating
business goals, desired quality requirements1 and undergo “metabolic change" by studying
and managing customers and potential prospect.
After stating the business needs, the system needs also need to defined. This involves the
analyzing the non-functional and functional requirements. From defined the business and
systems needs, the step-by-step representation and alignment can expressed by using UML
models , business process models and many more models.
The rapid movement towards service orientation has further aligned business-system needs
and technology to offer unprecedented opportunities. In this chapter, the review of strategic
alignment of service orientation with business process management to create desired, efficient
and re-usable candidate business services which are cost efficient are provided
Section 2.1 discusses business process management in general. Section 2.2 presents business
1What makes a successful and profitable organization stand out from average one is the quality of service
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architecture and modelling approaches. The service-oriented computing and its principles
are presented in Section 2.3, the service oriented BPM are presented with the current
approaches and methods for identifying business services in Section 2.4, and Section 2.5,
several researches related to service identification are reviewed and compared.
2.1 Business Process Management
Business process management is a 3-dimensional concept which involves “business", “pro-
cess" and “management". Each of these dimensions can be combined, presenting another
term. The combination can results to business process, business management(Zimmerer
et al., 2008) and process management(Benner and Tushman, 2003) (cf.figure 2.5). In this
thesis, we focus on business process, management of business processes, and related topics.
First, the management of business processes involves conversion of business requirements to
unprecedented ideas which produces predictable output. The input and output are modelled
to demonstrate the step-by-step understanding of the system. This resulted to the evolvement
of the concept of BPM. BPM has gained momentum, recognition and contributed to the
world of computer science, and management of corporate assets.
Secondly, there have been several definitions of BPM based on performance, management
practice, structural and IT roles. Dumas et al. (2013) defines BPM as the art and science of
orchestrating the organizational duties to produce and manage the consistent outcomes and
take advantage of improvement opportunities.
According to Weske (2009), business process management is said to be concepts, methods
and techniques that support the design, administration, configuration, enactment and analysis
of business process. Whereas, Aburub and Almahamid (2010) defined BPM as a concept
that provides a generalized knowledge and view of what business process, combining a
set of activities or task within an enterprise with a structure showing their logical order
and dependence. Aburub and Almahamid (2010); Weske (2009) definitions highlight the
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management and structural practice without stating the user(s).
However, Ko et al. (2009) pinpointed the involvement of humans, organizations, applications,
documents and information in the designing, enacting, controlling and analysing of opera-
tional processes. Antunes and Mourão (2011) definition shows more attention on IT role.
Defining BPM as a concept that integrate a collection of technologies which are capable to
translate business process models into computer-supported activities, ceasing the sequence
of managerial action and control tasks. Verner (2004) buttress Antunes and Mourão (2011)
points by presenting the connectivity of BPM with IT. Verner (2004) further state that BPM
technology provides not only the tools and infrastructure to define, simulate, and analyse
business process models, but also the tools to implement business processes in such a way
that the execution of the resulting software artefacts are managed from a business process
perspective.
In the same wavelength, we can define BPM as closed loop concept or methodology that
uses every organizational resources (human interactions, information, applications, IT
systems and many more) to iteratively identify, design, develop, deploy, update and manage
their day-to-day business process.
Thus, the above definitions emphasize all the characteristics of BPM, business processes at
its core.
2.1.1 BPM History
The foundation of business process management lies on the combination of the industrial
labour and optimization of information systems. Gillot (2008); Stoilova et al. (2006); van der
Aalst (2013), all first referred and mentioned Frederick Winslow Taylor’s book “Shop Man-
agement” in 1903 for the pioneering management thinking. Afterwards, modern industrial
engineering and process improvement was developed by Taylor, which was first used by
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Henry Ford in 20th century for the introduction of mass production of “T-Fords”(van der
Aalst, 2013).
In the field of information systems, the involvement of computer and its technologies2 like
database or enterprise applications enabled new capabilities to coordinate business activities
within organization, the inter-related activities work together to collect, retrieve, store and
distribute information for the certain business purpose to produce a product or service, which
established joint relationship between the business administrations and information systems.
The advancement on information systems and technology came up with the need to store
data which led to the creation of database management system (DBMS) like Oracle, resulted
to the creation of office automation. Furthermore, the transition of information systems from
data-oriented to process-oriented which brought about process-aware information system
(PAIS)3
Afterwards, many organizations focus on the process-oriented way of managing their busi-
ness needs, which gave rise to industrial usage of WFM.(Dumas et al., 2013; Harmon,
2010; Mendling et al., 2010; van der Aalst, 2013). WFM4 came into existence as a result
of industrial revolution and the need for controlling, monitoring and automating of busi-
ness process using information systems like Enterprise Resource planning (ERP) systems,
Work flow Management System (WFMS), and Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
systems(Stoilova et al., 2006). The adoption of WFM helped to focus on improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of business processes within one organization, and its automated
and human processes, information document or product created and shared between steps
known as work-flow automation (Van Der Aalst and Weske, 2013).
2The adoption and rapid advancement of Internet technology, business competition and capabilities and the
wish for a more evolutionary approach has always triggered the progressive business knowledge, power and
quality which changes the way business executes iteratively
3PAIS manages and executes operational processes involving users, applications, and/or data sources on the
basis of process models (Dumas et al., 2005).
4 Work flow management (WFM) is a technology supporting the re-engineering and capturing the controlling
and coordinating the execution of tasks and providing a (re)design and (re)implementation of the processes as
the business needs and information systems changes (Georgakopoulos et al., 1995).
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Aalst et al. (2003) review the history of work-flow technology, highlighting the fundamental
aim and approach of WFM. The importance of WFM has been historically demonstrated
in office automation, email, document management, software management (Zur Muehlen,
2004).
WFM system shortcomings surfaced when organizations lack the ability to support their
process flexibility, analysis, reuse and case management (van der Aalst, 2013). The existed
WFM systems could not cope with unpredictable and fast changing business system con-
ditions and resources. With organization adopting some key areas of process innovation
through the use of internet technologies, e.g. in the area of supply chain and Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) application, it became transparent that workflow systems could
not enable the development of existing ERP applications.
The ideas into BPM was brought about because of the lack of developing and supporting
tools for extensive support, for supporting simulation, business intelligence, business-re-use
and case management and so forth (van der Aalst, 2013).
In the 1990s, new innovations and technologies pave the way for BPM and its automation,
likewise, business process change was introduced, which was derived from Business Process
Re-engineering (BPR) (Smith and Fingar, 2006). The combination of IT and business process
redesign transformed organization and improve business process (Verma, 2009).
The incompatibility of different systems during this period created problems. This led to
the introduction of communication standards and distributed systems for example eXtended
Makeup Language (XML) and competing standards (WSFL, BPEL, BPML, BPDM, etc.).
Web services and SOA also contributed into the established research and optimization of
business process automation and re-engineering which acted as interchange format specifica-
tion and design for business process modelling for the re-designing of often ignored human
factors proprietary solutions, which mainly focused on operations productivity (Mendling
et al., 2005).
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Today, organizations and governments all over the world pay attention and contribute to
business processes in such a way to improve, automate and manage their processes.
2.1.2 BPM Life-cycle
Business process management can be clearly visualized through the phase of the life-cycle.
Clearly, it is not a new phenomenon to have life-cycle in describing the development process
of products (business area) and data or processes (information systems). BPM life-cycle will
give a bed-eye view of the vision of the phases in processing of the models and also show
what directly comes after the other.
Weske (2009) and Ko (2009) highlighted the BPM lifestyle in four phases (Design and Anal-
ysis, Configuration, Enactment and Evaluation) to understand the features and terminologies
of BPM, while van der Aalst (2013) emphasized that “the scope of BPM extends far beyond
the implementation of business processes”, describing the life-cycle of BPM in three phases
using the two role of model based analysis5 and data-based analysis6 namely: (re)design,
implementation/configuration, run and adjust.
The BPM life cycle (cf.fig 2.2) is adapted from van der Aalst (2013) as this complements
other life-cycles Nowak et al. (2011), Ko (2009), Weske (2009) with artefacts which rep-
resents how business processes can be managed for better services. The relevance of van
der Aalst (2013) life-cycle (van der Aalst, 2013) is that it demonstrate and emphasize on
the analysis phase(model-based and data-based analysis) of each phase which are important
for verification and validation of models. It involves three core components ((re)design,
run and adjust, and implement and configure) where each phase has its own obligation and
follows the arrow direction indicating the sequential flow of the phases. Below is the detailed
explanation of each phase of the business process management life-cycle.
5Consideration of model state, informal model are hard-coded in conventional software, else the model will
be in executable form. At design phase, the analysis is used to check for correctness of a new design
6Event data are collected while the system is running to discover bottlenecks, waste, and deviations
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Fig. 2.1 BPM life-cycle (van der Aalst, 2013)
1. (Re)design
It can be seen from the (Fig.2.1) that it has no fixed starting point for the process, it is
often common it begins from the design phase. it is a graphical representation of as-in
business process phase. Within this phase, first steps is gathering the organization’s
business goals, polices, sub-policies and rule, then the requirement which will fit
for purpose can be identified and served as the input to be modelled. The analysis
step comprises of an automated verification (Koehler et al., 2014) of process models
which checks for deadlocks and also validation (Combi et al., 2011) which checks
for correctness with the business requirement (van der Aalst, 2013) and also check
for for soundness (Wynn et al., 2009) known as model-based analysis (Van Der Aalst
and Weske, 2013). In phase, business process identification and modelling is also
done. Sometimes, this phase can be ignored if there is another way of sourcing its
process models, which is faster and easier rather than modelling its requirement from
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the scratch. Ways of sourcing design model are from event data, merging models,
compose models from the repository (van der Aalst, 2013).
2. Implement and configure
This phase involves the implementation and configuration of process models. The
model appear in either executable form or can be informal form i.e., the model is
hard-coded in conventional software to initial set of satisfaction. Configuration of
process model can either be done by designing the configurable model, merge models
into configurable models or configure the configurable model(van der Aalst, 2013).
3. Run and adjust
The design model is executed on the technical infrastructure to show the resulting
modelled business process in which the performance can be analysed at run-time
known as data-model analysis, to check the conformance and performance of the
process and also identify and improve on bottlenecks loopholes in the process model.
The major steps in this phase are: run the model design, refine (adjust) model, log
event data, monitor the performance of the resulting process and adapt while running
(van der Aalst, 2013). This phase is sub-divided by some authors Li et al. (2011);
Saylam and Sahingoz (2013); Van Der Aalst et al. (2011) into monitoring and process
mining.
One of the major work is done at the design stage which involves conversion of
business requirement into a process model. This process model is prone to errors and
unpredicted changes at any time. In the case of change in the large business process,
there are several questions that can be asked. For instance, are we remodelling or
redesigning? How long is it going to take? Which all these questions depends on time
and cost. This leads to the reason for service identification, which gives solution the
questions, time and cost convenience.
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2.1.3 Benefits of BPM
BPM allows organizations to create, execute and reuse its business processes from technology
innovations and enables them to change their own business quickly according to their business
requirements and needs. Weske (2009) presents the benefits of BPM namely: increase in
organization flexibility, quick response to changes, improved process asset.
Other benefits are argued by (Workpoint LLC, 2011) to include time reduction, numbers of
steps of a process, error cycles and resources.
Also, BPM has increased business process efficiency in maintaining effective regulation
compliance in intra or inter-organization. Organization are motivated to use BPM to increase
responsiveness between system-to-system, Business-to-Customer (B2C) and Business-to-
Business (B2B). Likewise, it beneficiary for organization to see beyond competitive threat
and the need for improved quality which create instantaneous improvement in organisation
working culture.
These are the convincing reasons organisations move their work flow to the BPM solution.
Due to hypothetical unstable business circumstance, organizations move for stability. In these
day and age where globalization and expansion of organization is paramount in the quick
business transactions and dealings, BPM can uniquely adapt and fit all the business resources
from far and near into one organization which plays key role in business profitability and fast
product-ability Not to forget the competition, it is important for organization to stand ready
to gear the processes to fulfil cost, quality and fast delivery time.
As shown in Figure 2.2, BPM application success can be measured in terms of financial
results (Garimella et al., 2008)
Despite all the highlighted benefits of BPM, there are past failures of adopt-
ing BPM initiatives. Majority of the failures are human errors which has to be carefully
addressed. Some publications have addressed these failures which can be some up to be
misunderstanding of the BPM concepts and principles. Technology vendors or management
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Fig. 2.2 : BPM Financial results. (Garimella et al., 2008)
consultant has puts BPM as a "lipstick" on their products which makes failing organization
not to have desired results while these consultants or vendor make profit from selling their
products without giving the full needed information in achieving their individual business
goal (Trkman, 2010).
Another reason for BPM failure is the full alignment of business, IT and SOA. In a case
when requirement changes or other change factors (economical, information system etc.)
are play, to adapt to the change will involve re-designing the business process every time.
However, section 2.4.1 assesses the relationship between BPM and SOA.
Other technical benefit of using BPM initiative are addressed in business process management
flexibility and re-usability, discussed in section 2.2.
BPM Flexibility
The accommodation of change7 should be a top priority of every organization. In clinical
system, where PAIS, and human effort exists, deviations from pre-specified process or normal
standard procedure can sometimes occur, depending on the case at hand Reichert and Weber,
2012, pg. 16. Dadam and Reichert (2009) also explains the flexibility and adaptivity of
clinical process.
7"It is a bad plan that admits of no modification."-Publilius Syrus
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No enterprise processes should be in steady state i.e., to be unable to quickly and flexibly
react on momentarily or evolutionary changes on market, disaster, legal conditions over time.
For example, there is a need to understand how process changes, and how to make use to the
changes over time. These can be valuable for organizations to be change-aware, else these
can lead to big disaster especially when the flow time are long. Groefsema et al. (2012);
Rosemann and Recker (2006) further explain the flexibility support in BPM..
Fig. 2.3 Taxonomy of process flexibility identifying four main flexibility types. adapted from
(van der Aalst, 2013)
Types of flexibility
As discussed above, processes changes over time and the degree of impact can be introduced
both at process instance and process definition (cf.Fig 2.4). In the Figure 2.4 above show the
types of flexibility: flexibility by definition, flexibility by deviation, flexibility by underspecifi-
cation, flexibility by change.
(van der Aalst, 2013), (Ayora et al., 2012) and (Reichert and Weber, 2012) discussed exten-
sively on types of flexibility. In this thesis, managing flexibility by deviation and flexibility
by change aree related to our research.
(van der Aalst, 2013) defined Flexibility by change as “the ability to modify a process defini-
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tion at run time such that one or all of the currently executing process instances are migrated
to a new process definition.". Several BPM researcher have investigated the flexibility by
change. As seen in Figure 2.4, it only flexibility by change that affects both the process
definition and process instance. In flexibility by change, business constraints have to be set,
which refers to the requirement imposed in the separation of complaint behaviour and the
non-complaint behaviour (Maggi et al., 2011). Currently, there are few constraint languages
supports flexibility by change like DECLARE(Maggi et al., 2011), and ADEPT(Dadam and
Reichert, 2009). These languages models declarative processes which explicitly specift the
process flow and describes the a set of constraints which must be satisfied (Maggi et al.,
2011). To understand how flexibility by change works, declarative process modelling must
be understood. (Groefsema et al., 2012), (Reichert and Weber, 2012), (Weske, 2009) further
explain the usage of declarative process modelling, with different case studies.
As shown in Figure 2.4, flexibility by deviation only requires process instances at run-time.
(van der Aalst, 2013) defined flexibility by deviation as “is the ability for a process instance
to deviate at run-time from the execution path prescribed by the original process without
altering the process definition itself ". Typical deviations are skip, ignore, reset(van der Aalst,
2013). (Aur et al., 2011) discussed the deviation detection and handling during process
enactment, approaches for flexible deviation handling (risk assessment, guidance and late
handling) and formalization of the approach using temporal logic.
BPM Re-usability
Variability has been discussed in several fields ranging from software engineering to soft-
ware product line, to BPM systems. (Groefsema et al., 2012) highlighted that introducing
variability to BPM has given greater support for flexibility and re-usability, enhancing the
readability, maintainability and redundancy issues . The research of Variability Management
has increased, with the emergence and adoption of SOA( see section 2.5.1) in BPM.
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(Sofela et al., 2013) “defined variability in BPM as the is abstraction in which organization
preserve its standard business process but also allows other templates to be built, customized
and adapted on the exciting processes". The current two variability approaches are namely:
imperative variability and declarative variability (Schonenberg et al., 2008),which are offer
at two stages of BPM lifecycle: design-and run-time respectively (Aiello et al., 2010).
Design-time variability
Variability at design-time offers specific changes at prescribed points in the process model
known as variation points (Groefsema et al., 2012) which enable re-usability of business
models. Variables may or may not be added to an existing template at design time (Sofela
et al., 2013). The imperative view on variability within the any business process aids the
different views of design templates, instead of designing the design process from scratch
Run-time variability
Brand new way of designing business processes where the basic principles or requirements of
a process in a template are defined; variants are created and validated from the template(Sofela
et al., 2013).
(Groefsema et al., 2012) (2012) proposed a new approach to making a business process more
flexible, it combines the properties of imperative, declarative variability and newly developed
process modelling environment with graphical elements. Their work is summarized as
follows:
• when end users want to build a process model for their situational needs, they provide
context information which a mate-level process model can be identified.
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Fig. 2.4 Process Lifecycle and variability management [(Aiello et al., 2010), p. 2]
• they can select the main parts or frozen parts of business activities or sub-processes
and identify the flexible parts or close area. Logic and temporal dependencies can be
created according to guides.
• based on the frozen group, close areas, and logic temporal dependencies, the activity
floating will be generated according to logic and temporal dependencies provided.
• until all constraints (frozen group, close areas, and logic and temporal dependencies)
are satisfied, the process model will not be executed.
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2.1.4 Technical challenges of BPM
Despite the life-cycle and benefit of BPM implementation and utilization in industrial appli-
cation, BPM still appear to be facing some technical issues in direct direction of use, from
intra and inter-organization collaboration, and inclusion of the cloud infrastructure into BPM.
Issues in BPM is a large topic which can be seen from development, technical and business8
angles.
In this research, we restrict ourselves to the technical issues that pose as a threat in full
specification, realization and implementation of BPM.
van der Aalst (2013) raised some key concerns regarding BPM which exist in the process
modelling, enactment and analysis stages. Likewise,Liu et al. (2008) highlighted the chal-
lenges in collaborative BPM, whereas Kirkham et al. (2011) explores the challenges of BPM
in different domains in future SOA, and Schulte et al. (2015) highlighted the infrastructure
challenges of elastic BPM9 as shown in Table 2.1. From all these challenges highlighted
in different publications, there are uniformity and also there appear some contrasts in the
challenges.
8General and managerial aspects of enterprise has been widely discussed in several journals and articles
based on the front-view challenges.
9Elastic BPM provides on-demand platforms and software over the Internet using cloud computing providing
the same service at different price points through different cloud-based market mechanisms(Schulte et al.,
2015).
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Narrowing down all the challenges shown in Table 2.1, it can be seen that there is still a big
nut to crack to fulfil the full capability and benefit of BPM. Challenges of BPM is larger than
what the authors have presented, reason being that there are growing technologies, service
change and moving of BPM into Cloud while BPM functionality has not been fully plumbed.
Therefore, it is important to tackle the issue from the start (design phase) to the end (run-time
phase) before thinking of the moving BPM into Cloud(cf.fig 2.5)namely:
• correct and aligned modelling technique,
• correct validation and verification standard,
• correct tool support,
• business process re-use
Likewise, at the run-time phase, the challenges shown in BP enactment infrastructure and the
evaluation (cf.fig 2.3) will also affect the validity of our research.
From these concerns we derive the key technical issues which are related to our research,
which affect realization and implementation of BPM and SOA in any organization.
1. Aligned Modelling Technique
As much as modelling and analysis of business process are key in BPM, it is essential
to choose the right language that is best for the modelling a particular case (van der
Aalst, 2013). van der Aalst (2003) highlighted the three classes of languages namely
“(a)Formal Language, (b)Conceptual Languages, and (c)Execution Languages”(van der
Aalst, 2013).
Much of these languages are basic standard which can affect collaboration of two
different organizations running different languages. Standards10 are important in BPM,
which act as the “trading language” for any BPM user.
10Standards should be discovered, not invented (Vincent Cerf, 1998)
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Fig. 2.5 Challenges at every phases of BPM
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2. Correct verification is the checking for the logical-error in resulting systems. The
result of not checking for this logical errors can result into deadlock and live locks
(Aalst, 2003) and validation is said to be the process of checking if the resulting
process behaves as the expected systems (Dumas et al., 2005). These two have also
been a challenge at design-time because there have a less attention on performance
analysis of process models to check for the correctness or soundness of models (Sadiq
and Orlowska, 2000). Verification and validation is often neglected which results to
systems failure.
3. Tool support: In business modelling, there exists a unified modelling tools, which
seems to be resolved, now process model can be remodelled on any platform, likewise
it can collaborate with another process.
4. Business process re-use: Koschmider et al (2014) (Koschmider et al., 2014) defined
process model reuse as “ building up new business process models by assembling
already designed ones", the effort of process modelling and modeller might be reduced
if option of process reuse is further focused on instead of building process models from
the scratch (Koschmider et al., 2014).
When processes are very large and complex, BPM systems cannot provide the facilities
to re-use this processes(Fantinato et al., 2012). In paper [(Dijkman et al., 2012),
(Ekanayake et al., 2010)], describe the number of process models of Suncorp, it has
over 6000 process models for insurance only.
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2.1.5 Summary
A full description of BPM has been addressed in general, from the evolvement to BPM,
to life-cycle, benefit and technical challenges of BPM. From all these, it is evident that
a new concept is need that will manage large collections of process models regarding
to their best services for client‘s urgent needs, adapt to unforeseen circumstance and
increase process flexibility and reuse.
The next chapter will give elaborate on the current business process architecture and
modelling approaches.
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2.2 Business Process Architecture and Approaches
Process is vast word used in various context in the past, recent works and different lines of
discipline for different purposes, and by different people of different backgrounds. Process is
been used in different line of studies to the industries, for instance, in software engineering,
process is defined as the relationship between related activities, while in industrial line,
process is said to be a dynamic linking of business activities (Jr and Sommer, 2002).
Process has been used in many contexts, from production process, business process, media-
tion process (Moore, 2014) and in production, office, coordination, machine and mechanical
engineering, manufacturing, material, information to business and many more.
In respect to Business process, Zairi (1997) defines “a process is an approach for converting
inputs to outputs. It is the way in which all the resources of an organization are used in a
reliable, repeatable and consistent way to achieve its defined goal.”
Chinosi and Trombetta (2012b) defined business Process as a set of one or more linked
procedures or structured set of activities executed following a predefined order by (potential
several) actors (humans, computers and/or machines) in an organizational and technical
environment which collectively defines the organizational objectives or business goal.
These authors definitions shows that business process may have predictable and definable
input and gives a clear orchestrated picture of output of definable results.
This business process can exist as single business process or collaborative business process
which have continuously developing, inter-dependent and interact with various systems,
processes (Collaborative processes) and people (Westerman, 2009).
The effectiveness and efficiency of the business process is as result of automating business
and information process.
The management of business processes(conversion of business inputs, ideas to produce pre-
dictable output) resulted to the evolvement of the concept of Business Process Management
BPM. Likewise, the fact that business process needs to be modelled, also emerged BPM
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studies and systems, which gained momentum, received recognition and contributed to the
world of computer science and management of corporate assets.
Weske (2009) defined Business Process Management as “concepts, methods and techniques
to support the design, administration, configuration, enactment and analysis of business
process." BPM provides a generalized knowledge and view of what business process is, as
it combines a set of activities or task within an enterprise with a structure showing their
logical order and dependence whose objective is to generate certain result(s) (Aburub and
Almahamid, 2010). Thus, using the above definitions of BPM, they all emphasize that the
characteristics of BPM, business processes at its core.
2.2.1 Business Process Modelling Languages- An Overview
In this section, we describe the chosen BPMLs which are well established in research or
industry, for evaluation. Furthermore, an insurance claim will be used as an example to
describe each languages. In the area of BPM (section 2.3), several standards have emerged
to design, implement, enact and monitor business process models. And many more has
been designed in the recent years (Heidari et al., 2013). Weske (2009) gives an overview of
process modelling languages with detailed explanation of the languages
1. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [(Weske, 2009), pp. 205–225],
2. event-driven process chains (EPCs) [(Weske, 2009), pp. 158–169],
3. Petri nets [(Weske, 2009), pp. 149–158],
4. Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [(Weske, 2009), pp. 182–200].
In the following subsections, the first three listed process modelling languages is
presented in more details for the purpose of this report. The languages have had numerous
numbers of extensive research work on these five languages.
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Business Process Modelling Notation
Business Process Management Notation (BPMN) was developed with the goal of providing
a notation that is easily readable, accessible and understandable for the all business users
whom design and analysis, implement, monitor or diagnosis(OMG, 2014). It still remains
the primary standard since 2004. M.Bridgeland and R.Zahavi (2008) observes that this is
one of the most popular process modelling languages across the BPM industry . BPMN is a
rich graphical modelling or representation language for business analysts to specify business
process (OMG, 2014). The BPMN meta-models consists of four different categories: Flow
Objects has three set of elements namely: events, activities, gateways which are used to
model a basic business process, Connectors Object is either a sequence flow, message flow
or an association flow, Swimlanes, and Artifacts consist of the text annotation, data object
and group(Weske, 2009).
An example of BPMN representation is depicted in Figure 2.7. The diagram presents the
collaboration processes of both the patient and the doctor’s office, and the choreography
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Fig. 2.6 BPMN Example of a Modelled Patient Treatment Process
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Event Driven Process Chain
was developed at the Institute for Information Systems of University of Saarland, in the 1992,
in collaboration with SAP AG to create a suitable business process modelling language to
document the processes of the SAP R/3 enterprise resource planning system. This project
produced two major results: the definition of EPCs and the documentation of the SAP system
in the SAP Reference Model [(Mendling, 2008), p. 17]. The EPC is based on the concepts
of stochastic networks and Petri nets. The following formal definition is based on [(Weske,
2009), p. 162] combined with some other terminologies are used from [(Mendling, 2008),
pp. 22–23]. A basic EPC consists of functions, events and logical operators. Definition 2.1
(Event-driven process chain) An event-driven process chain is a 5-tuple (E, F,C,m,A) for
which holds:
1. E is a non-empty set of events. Events are created by process functions and acts as a
pre-condition of one function.
2. F is a non-empty set of functions. Functions are active elements and model the activities
within the company
3. C is a set of connectors.
4. m : C (And,Or,Xor) is a mapping which assigns to each connector a connector type,
representing And, Or or Xor (exclusive or) semantics. events, functions and connectors
such that the following conditions hold: – G := (N,A) is a connected graph. – Each
function has exactly one incoming and exactly one outgoing arc. – There is at least one
start event and at least one end event. Each start event has exactly one outgoing and no
incoming arc. Each end event has exactly one incoming and no outgoing arc. All other
events have exactly one incoming and one outgoing arc (intermediate event). – Each
event can only be connected by functions, and each function can only be followed via
connector, by events. – There is no cycle in an EPC which consists of connectors only.
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– No event is followed by a decision node, i. e., an OR split connector or an XOR split
connector
The extended EPC consists on the following elements namely: organization unit,
information objects,and deliverables, as show in the figure 2.7 below.
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Fig. 2.7 EPC Example of a Modelled Book Ordering Process
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Petri nets
Petri Net was designed for modelling, analysing and simulation of of dynamic systems with
concurrent and non-deterministic procedures. A Petric Net is directed graph which consists
of four elements, namely places, transition, tokens and directed arcs (cf. fig 2.9).
Figure 2.9 shows an example of petri net. In the example, it can be seen that
the Petri Nets is not able to show OR-nodes, the business process is a bit different from the
BPMN or EPC languages. When the first transition fires, the token move from the start or
inception to the resulting position. For instance, if we are using the insurance claim process.
the token moves from the Record the Claim to Calculate the Insurance Sum, then moves to
the next transition T2, till it get to the last transition T6, and finally closes the case. As shown
in figure 2.8, the activity diagram can be modelled in Petri Net as shown in Figure 2.9.
Fig. 2.8 Activity diagram to Petri Net example (Uottawa Institute, 2013)
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Fig. 2.9 Petri Net example (Uottawa Institute, 2013)
2.2.2 Business Process Modelling Approaches
Business Process Modelling represents a key part of the whole BPM discipline, although
these two concepts uses the same abbreviation (BPM), and this can be mixed up or confused
for each other.
From the inception of business process, in 1980s, there has been increased interest in the
different techniques, methodologies and tools to facilitate a common understanding, analysis
and modelling of business processes(BPs).
Many researchers utilised different BPM techniques in order to improve and facilitate BPs.
Cull and Eldabi (2010) indicates that literature revealed that common modelling techniques
are designed to satisfy one particular purpose and thus is not able of modelling all process
aspects. As the number of techniques and references on business modelling are increasing, it
is important to choose the right technique and definition for the right purpose and business
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needs.
Business process modelling has been defined in different context, attempted by different
researchers. Business process modelling can be described as the analytical representation or
illustration of organization with the aim to define and re-engineer organization’s business
process (Aguilar-Savén, 2004).
Modelling Standards
Few researchers recognized the absence of modelling standard in the techniques or methods
in the business process management. In BP, there should be a standardized technique for
modelling a similar business need. Since 2005, when van der Aalst highlight the needs
for "well-established process modelling technique for business solution, there is lack of
standardization which still creates "horses for courses" approach. This lack of specified
standard has caused the absence of an adequate definition of a business process leading
to different language and terms. van der Aalst (2003) highlighted the three classes of
process modelling languages namely “(a)Formal Language, (b)Conceptual Languages, and
(c)Execution Languages”(van der Aalst, 2013). Much of this languages are have their basic
standard which can affect collaboration of two different organizations. Standards11 are
important of BPM, which act as the “trading language” for any BPM user. Currently there
are several standards that aids the smooth running from the design stage to run-time stage
like BPMN to BPEL namely:
• Graphical standards: expresses business processes and their possible flows and transi-
tions in a diagrammatic way(Liu et al., 2008). Unified Modelling Language activity
diagrams-UML AD (Object Management Group (OMG, 2004b), Business Process
Modelling Notation BPMN, event-driven process chains, Role Interaction Diagram-
11Standards should be discovered, not invented(Vincent Cerf, 1998)
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RID and role-activity diagram (RAD) are examples of graphical standards(Ko et al.,
2009).
• Execution standards: the modelled process can computerized and aids the automation
and deployment of the business process like BPEL(Ko et al., 2009; van der Aalst,
2013). Business Process Execution Language-BPEL, Yet Another Work-flow Lan-
guage (YAWL) are examples of execution standards.
• Interoperability standards: This standard is the translation of the graphical standards
to execution standards and exchanging the business process models between different
modelling platforms(Ko et al., 2009)(Mendling et al., 2005). Business Process Defini-
tion Metamodel -BPDM, XML Process Definition Language -XPDL are examples of
interchange standards.
• Diagnosis standards: this standard audits, queries and monitors the bottlenecks of the
post model(Ko et al., 2009). Business process run-time interface (BPQL), Business
Activity Monitoring Language (BAML), Business Process Audit Schema (BPAS) and
Business process Query Project (BPQP) are all examples of diagnosis standard.
After choosing the right language, another challenges that can affect modelling is verification
and validation of process models (Aalst, 2003). Validation is said to be the process of
checking if the resulting process behaves as the expected systems. Verification is the
checking for the logical-error in resulting systems. The result of not checking for this logical
errors can result into deadlock and livelocks(Aalst, 2003). Using the stages of Process
Modelling, from the design-time and run-time to analyse the each of the challenges of BPM,
as shown in figure 2.3. This diagram can be used to visualize the possible challenges which
is not intended to be completed. With time, new challenges may/will arise or existing ones
may vanish due to advancement and improvement in business services and BPM. At the
design stage, requirement, modelling, validation and verification are the known challenges
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of designing a business process. Aside from the standardization, Indulska et al. (2009)
highlights the business process modelling issues and challenges within five years time. The
authors identified and prioritized the significant challenges namely: business-IT-alignment,
service orientation, collaborative modelling. Another issue is context awareness, Sofela et al.
(2013) highlighted the context-aware process modelling ,demonstrating the currrent process
modelling approaches and tools, allowing end users to identify a business process model
from a process repository according to different context information.
Typically, the user does not need to be involved in the modelling but Aguilar-Savén (2004)
highlighted the need to choose the right technique, putting the modelling purpose into
consideration. Aguilar-Savén (2004) also distinguishes between the uses of business process
models: one for traditional software development and the other is the restructuring of business
processes. From the inception of business process in 1980s, there have been several tools to
model business process. Process orchestration and choreographies are the necessary tools for
modelling a single process model or collaborative process model.
Process Orchestration
Business process models specifies the activities and their relationships, likewise it specifies
the process orchestration (Weske, 2009). Process orchestration is notion in which services
(processes and execution constraints) are invoked with a detailed view in explicit order. To
express process orchestration, control flow pattern has to be known (Weske, 2009) namely:
• And Split and Join ((Weske, 2009), pp 128)
• Exclusive Split and Join (Xor) ((Weske, 2009), pp 130)
• Or split and Or Join ((Weske, 2009), pp 131)
An and-split is a point in a process model where a single activity A is split into multiples of
other activities B and C.
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Fig. 2.10 And-Split pattern Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
Using the Insurance claim example, it can be be explained that the activity A
terminate at the (a), and it will then enable (b) and (c) concurrently. This process can be
said to be incomplete or non-working process because it is an unending process. Unlike
Figure 2.10, it starts with a single activity (record a insurance claim, A), then other activities
(Calculate the insurance sum B) and (Check customer history, B), and few other activities.
In order for Figure 2.11, to be complete, and additional activities are need, likewise an And
Join.
An and-join is a converging point in a process model where multiple concurrent activities
meet and combine to become one single activity, as shown in figure 2.11. In this figure, it can
be seen that the (b) and (c) terminates and converges at the and-join gateway, which enables
(d). The combination of the And split and And-Join forms a complete process. Finally, it
ends with a single activity or service (pay or do not pay insurance sum, D).
Fig. 2.11 And-Join pattern Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
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An xor-splitis a point of divergence where incoming single activity (A) splits into
resulting activities (B and C) and only one path or branch can be chosen, but not both. Option
1 is enabled (b) while Option 2 is null, c= 0 (figure 2.10). If B is running or executed, then C
is terminated. This is also an incomplete process.
Fig. 2.12 Xor-Split pattern Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
Weske (2009) defined xor-join as “a point in a process model where two or more alternative
threads come together without synchronization". This shows that only one of the option (1 or
2) will be come true or enabled to become (d).
Fig. 2.13 Xor-Join Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
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Or-split is point in a process model where an activity split or diverge into a
number of branches. Weske highlighted that "An or split restricts the events of related activity
instances as follows: for each termination event of (a) there is a subset of enable events of
(b) and (c)." (Weske, 2009), as shown in figure 2.14
Fig. 2.14 Or-Split Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
Or-Join is point in a process model where multiple activities or tasks combine
to be a single activity. In figure 2.15, it shows a process model with activity models, B, C
and D and a gateways G, there are three behavioural options for the join. The first option
(option 1 ) is for the upper activity B, i.e only activity instance (b) is taken, whereas the rest
of the instance (c) is null. The second option (option 2) is for the activity instance (c) is taken,
whereas the other instance (b) is null and the last option (option 3) is for the two activity
instances are both enabled. Weske (2009) highlight that or-join is a problematic control flow
pattern, because if incoming branch is triggered, the or-join either "Wait before the activity
instance d is triggered because the other incoming path—which completes in activity instance
(c) can still be executed." or "Trigger instantly after the termination of b" (Weske, 2009), this
can be a problematic in modelling process instance because there might be unnecessary wait
or trigger which may affect the resulting activity or might cause deadlock or live-lock.
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Fig. 2.15 Or-Join Adapted from (Weske, 2009)
Process Choreographies
Process orchestration has shown the relationship between activity, gateways (Xor, And and
Or) and the execution. However, it shows a single direct transaction or business. What
happens when it comes to business-to-business collaboration?
To realise these collaborations, process orchestrations interoperate by sending and receiving
messages, whereas choreographies ensures the interoperability between these orchestrations,
each of which is performed by different participant in business-to-business collaboration
(B2B) (Weske, 2009). For example, consider a insurance claim scenario between a Company
X, and insurance company Y. The first activity is to be performed by Company X is send its
application for insurance claim (A1) and check its compatibility and order constraints like
interoperability and may more.
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Relations between Process Choreographies and Process Orchestration
The execution of activities and the relationship between these activities is captured in process
orchestration, while the collaboration and interoperability of different process orchestrations
is known as the process choreographies. The relationship between these two are namely:
• they share and interlock in the same platform,
• in the world of today, where companies jointly combine their services to provide a
more efficient brand, they need will need the requirement of process choreography and
orchestration,
• they both follow the same BPMN rules, they both need each other for properly col-
laborate, i.e. choreographies cannot execute without the use of orchestration, likewise
two or more orchestration cannot interoperate with the use of process choreographies
e.g. pool and swim lane.
2.3 Service-Oriented Computing
Service-Oriented computing (SOC) is the design paradigm for distributed computing plat-
forms that utilizes services as compositional and fundamental elements used to build software
and application system solutions (Papazoglou, 2003; Papazoglou and Heuvel, 2004).
Huhns, Michael and Singh (2005); Papazoglou (2003) highlights the concepts,
principles and the direction of SOC. They further discuss software as a service, its concepts,
the basic and extended SOA.
Currently, the technical solution mostly adopted for the development of services-oriented
computing is Web Services (Papazoglou, 2003), and its technologies.
SOA with its enabling Web Services is currently contributing to the best technological solu-
tions to the distributed and loosely-coupled collaborative business application (Papazoglou,
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2003).
Realizing the SOC promise involves the development of SOA, likewise the development of
SOA will improve the platform-base of BPM, which will further increase the flexibility and
productivity of business processes. The next sub-subsections will explain what SOA is, the
layers of SOA, the SOA and web services, benefit and challenges of SOA.
SOA has been a topic of interest in the computer science as a whole. Hirschheim et al.
(2010) defines SOA as “is an IT architecture where data and logic functionality are “black
boxed” or encapsulated with only their input and output exposed for others to use”. Web
Services can be understood as on-line self-describing distributed components that expose
services and functionalities through on-line interfaces, and can be universally described,
published, located, and dynamically invoked by means of Internet communication protocols
and standardized XML-based programming ranging over (SOAP, WSDL, UDDL, BPEL4WS
to WSCI) 12 13 (Liu et al., 2011).
Implementing distributed computing via the Web Services technology will increase portabil-
ity and interoperability of cross-organizational business application; organizations’ flexibility,
re-usability and scalability can be further improved; increase competitive and service quality
and simplifies the cross-organizational business application systems.
2.3.1 Service Oriented Application
SOA is a multi-layer computing paradigm (Papazoglou, 2003), distributed information system
that emphasize on dynamic service discovery, composition, and interoperability (Legner
and Heutschi, 2007), interplaying between different related ITs and industrial application
including BPM, to either improving or achieving high business process quality, efficiency and
agility. SOA is a multi-layer integration architecture with different layers namely; desktop
12SOAP is known as Simple Object access Protocol, WSPL is Web service description language(Fisher et al.,
2013)
13BPEL4WS is business process execution language for web services
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integration layer, work-flow integration layer, services, the application system layer as shown
in figure 2.16 below, the four layers are shown with the flow logic connecting the components
(Legner and Heutschi, 2007). The architectural components of SOA are distinguished
by application-related view highlighting the components that implements business logic
(Legner and Heutschi, 2007). application-neutral view highlighting the component that
implement integration mechanisms and infrastructure components, which provides services
and protocols for system integration and implementation (Legner and Heutschi, 2007).
Fig. 2.16 SOA Layers and Architecture Components(Legner and Heutschi, 2007)
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2.4 Service-Oriented Business Process Management
Modern BPM expands to cover the inter and intra-organizations’ business services, thereby
the need to support organizations’ information flow and maintain a competitive level, service
oriented solutions have been a useful paradigm in the support, development, improvement,
automation and integration of business process-centric information systems and which has
been is linked into service-oriented BPM. For any organizations to stay dynamic and to adapt
to any change, their use of BPM systems must also facilitate technologies like cloud comput-
ing Brown et al. (2011); Purcell et al. (2013), big data14 and concepts like SOA. Integrating
these two paradigms has been a subject of considerable research interest in recent years,
observed through the different authors. Recent contributions to this community show how
sharing knowledge documented in process models and how they are co-connected with other
models in another intra/inter organization. Among these, Juric and Pant (2008) highlighted
the SOA approach to business processes, which they explained that “SOA introduces tech-
nologies and languages that reduce the semantic gap between the business processes (picture
or paper-based) and the actual applications (code), which acts as a guiding principle and
technical architecture to develop business processes for modelling and execution tools like
BPMN and BPEL. Grefen et al. (2009) analyse the requirements for the support of dynamic
business processes with service oriented computing across the boundaries of organizations.
He concludes that “the current state-of-the-art does not yet provide an integrated solution,
but that many capabilities are available or under development”.
The emergence of these concept has accelerated the flexibility and variability of BPM system,
likewise opened a wide range of automation and integration (Aiello et al., 2010). Currently,
the technical solution mostly adopted for the development of services-oriented computing is
Web Services (Lins et al., 2012), and its technologies. SOA with its enabling Web Services
is currently contributing to the best technological solutions to the distributed and loosely-
14There will be a special need to carve out a place for the human: to reserve space for intuition, common
sense, and serendipity (Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger, 2013)
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coupled collaborative business application (Lins et al., 2012). The strong adoption of SOA
in BPM is as a result of its characteristics, among which we can highlight: Increasing the
flexibility of the organisations’ change, continuous process improvement, and narrowing
the gap between the business and its software systems. Integrating these two paradigms
(BPM and SOA) has been a subject of considerable research interest in recent year, observed
through the different authors Jabbar et al. (2015); Li et al. (2009); Menzel et al. (2009);
Zimmermann et al. (2005).
2.4.1 SOA and BPM together
(Hirschheim et al., 2010) highlighted that the whole purpose of linking BPM and SOA is the
need to focus on specific business outcomes, which gets us nearer the (Holy Grail of IT in
business)15.Before getting to the Holy Grail of IT, there are some issues that has to be noted.
(Behara, 2006) reports some issues when these two “concepts” are used as stand-alone
concept. One of the issues addressed by (Behara, 2006) is that the use of BPM concept
without the inclusion of SOA is only useful for building applications, but difficult to extend to
the enterprise and SOA without BPM is useful for creating re-usable and consistent services,
but lacks the ability to turn those services into an agile, competitive enterprise.
Realizing the SOA promise involves the development and accommodation of BPM platform,
which will enable building applications that are extendable and re-usable by enterprise which
further increase the flexibility and productivity of business processes and services.
With the augmentation of SOA into BPM, it has had impact on the implementation and
performance of BPM.Noel (2005) discuss the goal of SOA in the implementation of BPM
namely:
1. SOA provides readily available platform or framework for the communication and
integration of organization’s computing assets.
15The ability to translate business policy statements automatically into outcomes which are delivered by IT
systems
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2. SOA provides a loosely coupled integration platform which condone changes to
application instances without affecting the core integration technology.
3. SOA helps in the creation of service independence which helps in the alignment
between the business process models and the actual enterprise implementation as
shown in Figure 2.19.
Fig. 2.17 Creation of service independence (Noel, 2005)
Beimborn and Joachim (2011) investigated and proved by empirical evaluating of several
firms for the impact of SOA and BPM on business process quality. As much as organizations
are deriving resourceful benefits in BPM, the inclusion or the further adoption of SOA into
BPM will improve the implementation and performance monitoring and delivering outstand-
ing quality. (Behara, 2006) demonstrated the process implementation and performance
monitoring in SOA and BPM enabled joint-concept cf.Fig 2.20.
In the joint-concept, the BPM model, re-design, simulate business processes and SOA can
invoke business process which increase business flexibility, better business practices, easier
integration, re-use of assets and reduction of risk (van der Aalst, 2013). Therefore, the gap
between the process and application is narrowed down (Behara, 2006).
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Fig. 2.18 Performance monitor in SOA and BPM relation (Behara, 2006)
Furthermore, the implementation of distributed computing via the Web Services
technology will increase portability and interoperability of cross-organizational business
application; organizations’ flexibility (re-usability) and scalability can be further improved;
increase competitive and service quality and simplifies the cross-organizational business
application systems.
The combination of BPM (BP reference models, documentation, analysis),Service-oriented
(Architecture and Enterprise) and defined technology arise to the SO-BPM which has
emerged as the semantic gap between the paper-modelled business process and actual
application systems, and changes in the processes. The benefits of SOBPM are:
• promise of business process re-use
• proper standardization and consolidation of business process and resources.
• aligned business process re-design
• business process agility, resilience, and flexibility
• Autonomic systems and quality of service
• improved collaboration between inter-organization and innovative business models
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Organizations all over the world are subject to changes due to deregulation of market,
global competitions, and increase of business or customer needs (Kohlborn et al., 2009a), as
organizations are craving for improved and vigorous system which suits their needs ,likewise
is emerging service technologies has forced non-service based software systems to become
legacy (Adjoyan et al., 2014), which requires service identification methods matching the
challenge in closed information environment, defence department of any country is known
closed information environment which act as barriers to knowledge and information sharing.
It is known that current challenges exist within a closed information environment (Goh and
Hooper, 2009) and no consideration for open information environment i.e. identification
of services within a one organization is not yet finite, but a dive-in into open information
environment will be appreciated, thereby, organization‘s interoperability16 and re-usability
will increase.
Goh and Hooper (2009) highlighted the differences between the closed and open
information environment. One of the key differences is that closed information environment
acts as an good example of what most organizations experience which is the prompted
trust and protective information exchange within its organization, collaboratively or among
staff members, so not to give in to information bridge. Therefore service identification
within closed information environment takes information security more critical within its
proximities. In that case knowledge management and information sharing has to put into
consideration.
16Interoperability is known key challenge in service identification because there is no clearly unified, specified
terms and standardized approach
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2.4.2 Benefits of SOBPM
The combination of BPM (BP reference models, documentation, analysis),Service-oriented
(Architecture and Enterprise) and understand a defined technology arise to the SO-BPM
which has emerged as the semantic gap between the paper-modelled business process and
actual application systems, and changes in the processes. The benefits of SOBPM are:
• promise of business process re-use
• proper standardization of process and resources.
• aligned business process re-design
• business process agility, resilience, and flexibility
• Autonomic systems and quality of service
• improved collaboration between inter and intra organization and new innovative busi-
ness models
2.4.3 Inter-relationship between Service-Oriented Architecture, BPM
systems and other paradigms
Modern BPM expands to cover the inter and intra-organizations’ business services, thereby
the need to support organizations’ information flow is linked into other related technologies.
In order to organizations to stay dynamic and to synergically adapt to any change, their use
of BPM systems must also be facilitating technologies and concepts like SOA, big data,
cloud computing and smart asset. The emergence of these technologies has accelerated the
flexibility and variability of BPM system, likewise the adoption of SOA and its standards like
Web Services has opened a wide range of automation and integration (Aiello et al., 2010).
Cloud Computing has increase the number of researches towards BPM outsourcing.
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In order to maintain a competitive level, service oriented applications have been a
useful paradigm in the support, development, improvement, automation and integration of
business and its data and process-centric information systems.
Juric and Pant (2008) mentioned the relationship of SOA with business process management
“SOA introduces technologies and languages that reduce the semantic gap between the busi-
ness processes (picture or paper-based) and the actual applications (code), which acts as a
guiding principle and technical architecture to develop business processes. SOA has been a
topic of interest in the computer science as a whole. Hirschheim et al. (2010) defined SOA
as“is an IT architecture where data and logic functionality are “black boxed” or encapsulated
with only their input and output exposed for others to use”. Also, SOA has been interplaying
between different related ITs and industrial application including BPM, to either improving
or achieving high business process quality, efficiency and agility.
Bajwa et al. (2009) has noted that the "partnership of SOA17 has been fruitful by merging the
benefits of both sides" Bajwa et al., 2009, pg. 677. Talking about business process quality,
Beimborn and Joachim (2011) investigated and evaluated the impact of SOA and BPM on
business quality . The ease with which business streamline or upgrade processes bringing
flexibility as the business changes is what SOA does. Gary Gomersall highlighted that “The
whole basis of the link between BPM and SOA is the need to focus on specific business
outcomes, which gets us nearer the (Holy Grail of IT in business)18” (James, 2014).
Within these trends, there are challenges related to the adoption of BPM with this technologi-
cal trends. Liu et al 2008 highlighted the challenges that arises during the adoption of SOA
in collaborative BPM, (Liu et al., 2008) namely: ”service composition (Hirschheim et al.,
2010), service discovery,(Ese, 2012), service monitoring, (Norta and Grefen, 2007), service
orchestration (Aalst et al., 2010; Yung and Wong, 2011).
17"SOA is the driving concept towards that business outcome and "BPM is the ’what’, controlling whatever
the business process is designed to do," explains James (2014)
18The ability to translate business policy statements automatically into outcomes which are delivered by IT
systems
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Scientific and industry domains have given considerable attention to SOA, BPM and Service
Oriented Business Process Management (SOBPM) which is explained further in Section 2.4.
Also, most computing objects (e.g., mobile phone, Ipad etc.) are equipped with wireless
connections to a global server serves as one of the official tool for pervasive computing
in realization of daily task which also help and create an ideal platform at real time BPM.
Liu et al (2008) also identified the challenges in managing business processes related to
ubiquitous computing namely (Liu et al., 2008): formalisation of business processes and
Radio frequency identification (RFID )data, swarming behaviours, RFID network dynamics.
This formalization of business process, radio frequency and network dynamics are being
upgraded to business standard as computing objects, the reseason why most organization
(banks) can use Apple ipad within or outside their business organization without restrictions.
Cloud computing
Purcell et al. (2013)invented a dynamically optimized distributed cloud computing-based
(BPM) system shows how they allocated different service providers to each task and work
flow server can receive information for ones of the tasks.
Also, Brown et al. (2011) highlights that ‘the way information technologies are deployed are
changing too, as new developments such as virtualisation and cloud computing reallocate
technology costs and usage patterns while creating new ways for individuals to consume
goods and services and for entrepreneurs and enterprises to dream up viable business mod-
els."
These authors show that the adoption of cloud computing into BPM will morph in unexpect-
edly improve business services.
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Big Data
Big Data19 (Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger, 2013; Mayer-Schönberger et al., 2013) is
another trend that has impact not only BPM but also all approaches, data, and technologies
which is portrayed as a big-ticket IT endeavour (Research, 2013). The concept of Big Data
have been around for few years, but it is said by different authors Bennett et al. (2013); Brown
et al. (2011); Research (2013)), that big data is having difficulty making its way out of the IT
department into the business stream. Adopting big data in organization will improve customer
intelligence, identify new trends and opportunities, improve overall business insight and
customer service (Research, 2013), and likewise it will aid improved data and process mining.
So far in 2014, the computer research group (2013) reported in a survey that "the interest in
and roll-out of big data strategies have moved on markedly in the last year" (Research, 2013).
Big data will not only enable us to experiment faster and explore more leads but also support
the improvement and full materialization of BPM benefits and applications.
Fig. 2.19 The inter-relationship between BPM systems, Service Computing and Cloud
computing using Venn Diagram
19There will be a special need to carve out a place for the human: to reserve space for intuition, common
sense, and serendipity (Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger, 2013)
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2.5 Service Identification
Service identification is one of the most essential and challenging phases of SOA development
for several reasons, one major reason is the flexibility and reuse of services can be properly be
utilized with the right level of granularity of the services, which has influence the effectiveness
of SOA architecture (Bianchini et al., 2011) and service modelling.
Since the adoption of SOA into enterprise applications, a growing number of researches have
been done on the identification of different types of services. However, there is no unified
understanding, approach and technique in achieving this goal, which constituent different
service identification methods (SIMs). In building a SOA, it is necessary to understand
the key architectural decisions about the SOA layers, which must demonstrate well aligned
business services and decisions before they can be composed into applications taking into
account the service providers and consumers. As shown in Figure 2.20, Arsanjani (2004)
describe the three steps for service-oriented modelling and architecture, components and
flows: identification, specification and realization of services.
Fig. 2.20 Service-oriented modelling and architecture method (Arsanjani, 2004)
Service identification is not a new paradigm, it has been on over the last decade,
it has the capability of improving business standard and goals, that is if the right business
service is identified. In this paper, business service is not ordinarily used on its own but right
business service is. (Software/Business) service is defined as the rightly identified service
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with acceptable performance metrics like right level of granularity, low coupling and high
cohesion while satisfying low reuse cost principle at application-oriented, business-related
level of granularity using widely applied standards (Boerner and Goeken, 2009; Jamshidi
et al., 2008; Legner and Heutschi, 2007), derived from high-level business requirements and
business process models. Software services are clearly different from business services, In
organizations, any service being used or has been used must have been a satisfactory service
which satisfies the need of any business need. How do we really know if a service can be
addressed as a right business service? In several publications, the term service/ business
service has been used based on different input, which generate different types of services, as
shown in Table 2.2.
During the last decades, different input resources have been introduced, but there is no
consensus on the best input method for different inputs types, likewise the approaches,
techniques have all been different which make up the components of SIMs. These component
differs from input (Table 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5), predominant approach, technique (Table 2.8) used
in different publications.
2.5.1 Input types and Approaches for Identifying Services
There have been diverse use of different input resources in service identification in existing
service-oriented systems. Two major reasons for diversity in the usage of different input
resources are:
• the organization’s current asset, business values and condition, which determines which
type or availability of desired input that is implemented in the organization.
• the approach (Top down, meet in the middle, bottom-up and hybrid) determines choice
of input to use.
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Alahmari et al. (2010) identified seven services types generated by the SIMs used
namely: process services, infrastructure services, business services, master-data service,
utility services, transactional-data services and composite services. Gu and Lago (2010)
identified six various service output types namely: business process services„ data services,
composite services, information technology service, web services, partner services. All these
types of services can be either business-related or software related, therefore, in this report,
we use the term business services and software services as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Classification of service types
Service type Functional Scope
Software service encapsulates application logic functionali-
ties
Business service aggregating several business logic or entity
representation
1. Software Services
It is the re-usable functions of encapsulated application which based on business
requirements (Cai et al., 2011; Mirarab et al., 2014), consumed separately by different
entities (Mirarab et al., 2014). In the identification of software services, the input types
varies from the use of source code to traditional legacy systems.
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Table 2.3 Types of Input used in software service identification methods (sSIMs)
Input type Description Approaches Total
Source code anal-
ysis
is an extraction of static or dynamic in-
formation for automated testing of source
code or artifact for debugging program or
application(Binkley, 2007)
Adjoyan et al. (2014), Ricca et al. (2009), Alah-
mari et al. (2010),
3
Legacy system is existing non service-oriented soft-
ware assets or mainframe-based applica-
tionsZhang et al. (2005)
Zhang et al. (2005), Alahmari et al. (2010) Rim
Samia et al. (2004)
3
Use Case a sequence of graphical actions or variants
which produces an observable result of
value(Si et al., 2009), beneficial by human
actors
)Fareghzadeh (2008), Vemulapalli and Subrama-
nian (2009), Kim and Doh(2009)Kim and Doh
(2009)
3
Activity diagram is graphical representations that capture
the flow of actions and control of organi-
zational process using Unified Modelling
Language (UML)
Vemulapalli and Subramanian (2009) 1
Database is the transformation of collections of rela-
tional information into sound web services
(Baghdadi, 2006)
Baghdadi (2006) 1
User interface is the look and feel design, visible to and
processed by different user to define ser-
vice requirement(Mani et al., 2008)
(Mani et al., 2008), (Quartel et al., 2004) 2
2. Business Services
A business service is a comparatively aggregated business logic or action used in
describing business function or goal in an organization (Cai et al., 2011; Mirarab et al.,
2014; Zadeh, 2011). In the identification of business services, there have been various
usage of input types as described in (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4 Types of Input used in business service identification methods (bSIMs)
Input type Description Approaches Total
Business process is defined as a set of one or more linked
procedures or structured set of activities
executed following a predefined order by
(potential several) actors (humans, com-
puters and/or machines) in an organiza-
tional and technical environment which
collectively defines the organizational ob-
jectives or business goal Chinosi and
Trombetta (2012b).
Arsanjani et al. (2008), Fareghzadeh (2008),
Jamshidi et al. (2008), Azevedo et al.
(2009),Bianchini et al. (2009, 2011),Bianchini
et al. (2014), Ma et al. (2009), ?Kohlborn2009,
Guan et al. (2012),Mohamed et al. (2014), Kang
et al. (2008),Klose et al. (2007),Chen et al.
(2005), Wu et al. (2013), Amsden (2010), Mani
et al. (2008), Ricca et al. (2009), Inaganti and
Behara (2007)
19
Master data and
logical data mod-
els analysis
is the extraction of business rules from top-
level abstraction business concepts derived
from used data from business processes,
organizational units and information sys-
tems (Huergo et al., 2014; Nigam et al.,
2003)
Huergo et al. (2014) 1
Enterprise archi-
tecture goal
is the alignment of business and IT appli-
cation architectures, highlighting a unified
business goal
Suntae et al. (2008), Rim Samia et al. (2004) 2
Table 2.5 Types of Input used in combined (software and business service identification
methods (sbSIMs))
Input type Description Approaches Total
Mix the combination of traditional legacy sys-
tem and other types Mirarab et al. (2014)
or the collection of different input types
Ricca et al. (2009), Jamshidi et al. (2008),
Fareghzadeh (2008), Mani et al. (2008), Zhang,
Zhang and Yang (2004), Cho et al. (2008),Flaxer
and Niga (2004)
7
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Also from the comparison done by (Zadeh et al., 2012) regarding the various
inputs types, the criteria used are namely: Machine readability, interaction details, goals
coverage, possibility to decomposition, clarity, choreography, easy to achieve by SMEs. As
shown in figure 5, it shows the comparison of the input type, labelling the degree of fulfilment
regarding to each criteria.
Our research will solely consider the use of business process model and documents because
it exposes the major criteria like clarity, choreography, readability, interaction details and the
decomposition of business process model easily expose business functions. (Gu and Lago,
2010) stated that by studying various number of existing input types for service identification,
they deduce that “it is quite understandable that a large number of SIMs widely used business
process as their input type because of the nature of services."
Fig. 2.21 Comparison of the service identification input types [(Zadeh et al., 2012)]
The comparison results considered the use BPMN, enterprise goals and existing
system assets( source code and databases) as input type for any small and medium enterprise
SMEs(Zadeh et al., 2012). In this regard, the use of business process models, enterprise
goals,and existing system assets are justified in fulfillment to the criteria which are need for.
2.5.2 Service Identification Methods
In creating SIMs, the type of service to be identified is either software services or business
services, which the components (the input type, strategy, approach and technique) used
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are different from service type to its usage. In Table 2.6, it shows the software service
identification methods by different publications, likewise in Table 2.7, it shows the business
service identification methods by different publications.
Table 2.6 Software Service Identification Methods (sSIMs)
Adjoyan et al.(2014) Jamshidi et al.
(2008)
Ricca and
Marchetto(2009)
Alahmari et
al.(2010)
Zhang et al(2005)
Input type Legacy source code enterprise busi-
ness model
source code Legacy source
code
Legacy systems
Strategies bottom-up top-down meet-in-the-
middle
bottom-up bottom-up
Approach Migration approach
1. Object-to-service
mapping model,
2. Quality measure-
ment model of
services
3. Clustering pro-
cess
clustering tech-
nique, named
Elementary busi-
ness process and
business Entity
Affinity analy-
sis Technique
(EEAT) is used
The quick and
dirty approach
Service Identifica-
tion framework-
1. Analysis
and Re-
engineering
stage,
2. service
identi-
fication
elements
3. service
evaluation
Clustering ap-
proach
Technique analysis guideline guideline guideline analysis
Table 2.7 Business Service Identification Methods (bSIMs)
Arsanjani(2008) Fareghzadeh(2008) Azevedo et
al.(2009)
(Bianchini et al., 2009) Ma et al.(2009) Kohlborn et
al(2009)
Input type business process model business process,
requirement, vi-
sions and ontol-
ogy
business process
model, system re-
quirement, busi-
ness requirements
business process model business process model business model
and context
Strategies meet-at-the-middle meet-at-the-
middle
top-down top-down top-down top-down
Approach
1. goal-service mod-
elling (GSM).,
2. domain decompo-
sition,
3. existing asset
analysis
1. Input analy-
sis,
2. business
use case
modelling,
3. service tax-
onomy
1. Selection of
activities,
2.
identification
and classi-
fication of
candidate
services,
3.
consolidation
of candi-
date
services.
Process-to-Service methodol-
ogy
1. business process analy-
sis,
2. candidate service identi-
fication
• value-based ser-
vice identification,
• candidate service
refinement
3. candidate service recon-
ciliation
1. Measurement for ser-
vice identification
• business activities
partitioning,
• measure the fea-
tures of services in
the portfolio based
on design metrics,
• conduct overall
evaluation of the
identified services
portfolio by
normalizing the
metrics’ values
2. service portfolio mod-
elling
Consolidated ap-
proach
Technique Guideline Guideline Guideline Algorithm Guideline Guideline
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2.5.3 Service Identification Techniques
In several publications(Bianchini et al., 2014), (Adjoyan et al., 2014),(Kohlborn et al., 2009b),
different techniques have been introduced and used for service identification. Such as system-
atic mapping study and analysis, pattern, information consolidation, algorithm, guidelines
and ontology which produces formal, informal or abstract results. Formal techniques are
codify formulas or rules to specify how services are identified (Gu and Lago, 2010), such as
algorithm, ontology, pattern and information manipulation (Table 2.8). Informal techniques
are gives a guided routine or advice on how to identify services(Gu and Lago, 2010), such as
guidelines and analysis (Table 2.9)
Table 2.8 Formal techniques used in SIMs (Mirarab et al., 2014),(Gu and Lago, 2010)
Type Description SIMs Total
Algorithm A set of formal rule to be followed to solve a problem Azevedo et al.
(2009), Kim
and Doh (2009),
Dwivedi and
Kulkarni (2008),
Zhang et al.
(2005), Wang
and Wang (2006),
Mani et al. (2008),
Jamshidi et al.
(2008)
7
Ontology a scientific conceptualization of an idea or domain
knowledge
Bianchini et al.
(2014), Bianchini
et al. (2009),
Chen et al. (2005)
3
Pattern is the formalization of recursive solution to a recursive
problem
Baghdadi (2006) 1
Information
manipulation
is a way of looking into useful information as a text
process technique, such as information retrieval or
textural similarity analysis
Kim and Doh
(2007)
1
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Table 2.9 Informal techniques used in SIMs (Mirarab et al., 2014),(Gu and Lago, 2010)
Type Description SIMs Total
Guidelines a general predefined regulations, principle used to get
a result.
Klose et al.
(2007),
(Kohlmann
and Alt, 2007), In-
aganti and Behara
(2007), Ricca
et al. (2009)
4
Analysis detailed examination, interpretation and reasoning of
specific data
Chen et al. (2005),
Amsden (2010),
Fareghzadeh
(2008), Kohlborn
et al. (2009b),
Cho et al. (2008),
Aversano et al.
(2008)
6
2.5.4 Service identification strategies
In the process of identification of services, several publications have has discussed different
strategies of achieving their proposed approach. Some researches propose the top-down
strategy which uses the business process model or business requirement as the starting point,
whereas some other publication utilize the information systems as the starting point in a
bottom-up approach. Other approaches combine both points of views producing an integrated
approach called meet-at-the-middle approach. It can be said several publications utilize
top-down strategy more that any other strategy, as shown in Table 2.10.
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Table 2.10 Strategies used in SIMs
Strategy Description Approaches Total
Top-down The starting point of top-down approach is the business
process model, by decomposing the business process
into sets of tasks that produces a finer grained func-
tionality (Mani et al., 2008)
Bianchini et al. (2014), Ma
et al. (2009), Papazoglou and
Van Den Heuvel (2007), Rim
Samia et al. (2004), Kohlborn
et al. (2009b), Kim and Doh
(2009)
6
Bottom up this approach utilizes the existing application or infor-
mation systems as the starting point by analyzing it
to identify re-usable functionality which are further
identified as services ?
Hepp et al. (2005) 1
Meet in the
middle
is the integration of both perspectives (top-down and
bottom-up) into a hybrid strategy Kim and Doh (2009)
Arsanjani et al. (2008) 1
2.6 Current Research and Method in Identifying Business
Services
In our research, we studied over 90 research works related to service identification. We
analysed the service identification method in each work, comparing the basic characteris-
tics, technical context, design principle and their method of engineering of each service
identification methods. To derive a concrete comparison results, we short-listed the service
identification method based on certain criteria for choosing the 10 publications which are as
follows:
1. Formality of the technique: One major criterion is the formality used, whatever the
method or approach proposed by authors, it is important to see the background terms
of usage or implementation process. The majority of the service identification methods
chosen have documented their methods by using case studies, formal or informal
techniques. Formal description allows for better understanding and analysis, and the
subset of formally described methods covers a broad range of approaches. Therefore,
the chosen of selection is based on formal technologies which is (semi)-automatic
approach to identify a good amount of services.
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2. Popularity of the papers, reuse or improvement of the method by other service identi-
fication methods or same author: In choosing the service identification methods, the
methods that have been referenced i.e. well-cited more than two times or improved
upon are considered, for instance, Bianchini et al. (2009) method was improved upon
in 2014.
These criteria give us the understanding of the differences, similarities and the short-coming
of several numbers of publications in service identification methods. Selected corresponding
evaluation criteria are used to give an overview of the review and comparison of the related
systematic literature and scientific journals are selected to pave way towards the understanding
and foundation for current service identification methods. From the comparison of the
service identification methods, most of the approaches lack rigorousness, constructiveness
and re-usable features in (re)-creating service(s) in any business case with the right level of
granularity for maintainability and re-usability purposes across the enterprise. Therefore,
it is important to note that our method will consider and develop upon the shortcomings
of the current service identification methods. In achieving these, we adopt the top-down.
With the growing numbers of service identification methods (SIMs) in the past decade, there
has not been an intense in-depth comparison of the methods. To create a new SIM, basic
knowledge about the type of service to be identified has to be known i.e. understanding of
services. There have been several publications which are business process-oriented, software
process-oriented and also consolidated approach which is both software and business process
oriented. To further understand the characteristics of SIMs, the following are looked into
namely:
1. understanding of services- SOA paradigm of each SIM proposed, business-oriented
granularity, development direction,
2. Technical context of SIMs- this criterion describes the technical knowledge and quality
of SIM namely: orchestration vs choreography, criteria of information technology,
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interaction with user, call frequency, strong cohesion and loose coupling, technical
standardization, functional standardization, use of open standards, service performance,
3. Method of engineering in SIMs - activities, results, sequences of activities.
2.6.1 Comparison of SIMs
The comparison of SIMs‘ methods is based on the criteria that illustrated in the SIMs-based
criteria in previous sub-section presented in (Table 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13). In the table, we use
a trivalent scale (-, +, ++) with the following semantics: - stands for very lightweight, while
‘+’ represents moderate degree of prescription, and ++ marks highly prescriptive to analysis
the interaction of users, call frequency, activities, results and evaluation method.
From table 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13, it can be seen that publications used more of
business process model as their input type showing that more work is been done into realizing
the right identification of business services, but the downside of table 13 is that same
publications has illustrated informal techniques in the identification of business services,
only Bianchini et al. (2009, 2014, 2011) demonstrated their approach using algorithm.
Klose et al. (2007); M. (2006) presented the principles of identifying services
using the quality metrics (e.g. low coupling, high cohesion and high level of granularity).
Jamshidi et al. (2008) presented their approach by considering the enterprise business process
model and enterprise entity model and proposes an method for enterprise software service
identification. Arsanjani et al. (2008), as well as Zimmermann et al. (2009), describe what an
overall approach could look like, but they fail to give more information, as their approaches
are proprietary.
In this report, criteria concept used in Kohlborn et al. (2009b) and Klose et al. (2007) are
used for comparison of current methods in the last decade.
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2.6.2 Drawbacks of the existing methods
With a considerable number of publications on service identification, there have been a few
drawbacks in identification of right services. The comparison in Table 12,13,and 14 show
the drawbacks in identification of right services as shown below:
1. Design principle of services
From Table 12 it can be seen that most of the publications are business-oriented but
they still exhibit the following:
• Different input, different output
From Table 13, the design principle showed the input type, output type, output
format. Four of the 10 papers in the Table 14 start with business process model
and context (Azevedo et al., 2009; Bianchini et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2012;
Jamshidi et al., 2008), whereas (Kohlborn et al., 2009b) considered business
process, business and software context, and few others considered the use of
application domain as their input type like (Kohlmann and Alt, 2007).
As a result of different input types, the output type are likewise different, some
methods focused on outputting business services whereas others focus on software
services.
The output format of the identified services follows either informal or formal
specifications. Guan et al. (2012) and Bianchini et al. (2014) provided a formal
specification for their output either with the use of algorithm or ontology.
These differences in input type can create a set-back in creating formal service
specification as seen in the output format in Table 2.13.Bianchini et al. (2009,
2014, 2011); Guan et al. (2012) produce a formal output for service identification,
while other paper were informal.
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• Different techniques and different strategies
From the various publications, it is seen there is no systematic methods for
service identification using business analysis. As seen in Table 2.11, development
direction differs significantly, ranging from bottom-up to top-down strategy or the
hybrid strategy, from source code extraction to business domain analysis, from
ontology-based process to guideline-driven process. This will also be a set back
in creating a formal service specification.
2. Formal representation of services identification approach
Some papers made mention of the quality metrics which was adopted from software
engineering which was applied into improving work-flow design. The use of use case
and existing asset analysis is also used for identification of services. Adaptation of
quality metric in (Bianchini et al., 2014) used to measure the functionality, reliability
and usability within service or related services has shown the formal representation
and specification of services.
3. Re-usability of Service
Adjoyan et al. (2014); Bianchini et al. (2014); Kohlborn et al. (2009b); Ma et al. (2009)
consider the modularity and autonomy based on their design requirements which
conforms to the principle of cohesion and loose coupling. The metric for getting these
principles are heterogeneous, reason why resulting services do not have a guaranteed
fit into inter-organizational functional needs. The re-usability is not yet fully dealt into.
4. Unified methodical approach for service identification
One of the most important aspect in constructing service-oriented solution is the iden-
tification of services with the right level of abstraction (Guan et al., 2012), which has
become a trend of computing paradigm (Chen et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005) to de-
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scribe business logic, self-containment and functionalities (Adjoyan et al., 2014). The
need for definition and identification of services has been recognized by several authors
Fareghzadeh (2008); Josuttis (2007); Paper (2007), who also recommend the use of
business process models as a starting point, but there is no aligned method of designing
process model. Currently, several techniques have immensely improved the design
quality of service-oriented applications but there exist no unified methodical approach
for identifying services, most current approach largely lack systematic efficiency. There
have been several techniques and algorithm for identifying services,(Adjoyan et al.,
2014; Bianchini et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2012; Kohlborn et al., 2009b; Ma et al., 2009;
Wu et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2005). Service identification is very challenging and is
error-prone, any mistake made can result into incorrect Service Selection(Bianchini
et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2014) which will affect the overall SOA-based systems.
5. Documentation
Major researches have mainly focused on the aspect of the organizations‘ business
process and how to impact and improve it. The past research has outlined and enlighten
the background knowledge, history, discipline and business service identification
approach which Bianchini et al. (2014); Guan et al. (2012) considered the use formal
criteria for identification of services.
It can be seen that publications used more of business process model as their input type
showing that more work is been done into realizing the right identification of business
services, but the downside of comparison is that same publications has illustrated informal
techniques in the identification of business services, which means manually case by case
analysis involved, Bianchini et al. (2014) demonstrates their approach using algorithm, which
could deal with requirements of large and complex systems. Adjoyan et al. (2014); Bianchini
et al. (2014) presented the principles of identifying services using the quality metrics (e.g.
low coupling, high cohesion and high level of granularity). Also publication (Jamshidi et al.,
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2008) presented their approach by considering the enterprise business process model and
enterprise entity model and proposes a method for enterprise software service identification.
Kohlborn et al. (2009b); Kohlmann and Alt (2007) describes what an overall approach could
look like, but they fail to give more information, as their approaches are proprietary.
The whole point of comparison is to improve on the weaknesses or short-comings of past
research work, thereby creating a tweaking and fine tuned service identification methods.
This is one of the motive of this research work which give an intense formal definition of
each approach, technological terms and techniques that will be used in realizing the aim
of the research, adding a layer of universal solidity into the service identification, creating
workable solution for different organizations.
Formal techniques are codify formulas or rules to specify how services are identified (Gu
and Lago, 2010), such as algorithm (Azevedo et al., 2009; Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008;
Jamshidi et al., 2008; Kim and Doh, 2009; Mani et al., 2008; Wang and Wang, 2006; Zhang
et al., 2005), ontology (Bianchini et al., 2009, 2014; Chen et al., 2005), pattern (Baghdadi,
2006) and information manipulation(Kim and Doh, 2007). Informal techniques are gives a
guided routine or advice on how to identify services(Gu and Lago, 2010), such as guidelines
(Inaganti and Behara, 2007; Klose et al., 2007; Kohlmann and Alt, 2007; Ricca et al., 2009)
and analysis (Amsden, 2010; Aversano et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2005; Cho et al., 2008;
Fareghzadeh, 2008; Kohlborn et al., 2009b) .
In creating a new service identification methods, the development direction intend to fol-
low the following steps: manipulate the data elements (top-down strategy), the analysing
and determination of the values for respective data elements using cluster algorithm, the
structural analysis and formalization of the alternatives operations based on ontology and
patterns, service quality analysis using the quality metrics like cohesion and coupling, and
service performance like processing time, service response time and other considerable and
applicable time.
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2.6.3 Requirements For Creating A New Method
Informed by the properties of existing approaches, two types of requirements, industrial and
academic, can be distinguished for a new method. Industrial requirement involves a large
quantity of processes, where a large majority of processes involves at least 100 activities, and
several numbers of services can be derived from the activities.
A survey shows that there are increasing research interest in the management of industrial
collection of process since 2005.
Examples of such collections, often described in the literature include: the BIT process
library (735 process models), the SAP reference model (604 process models), a reference
model for Dutch municipalities (around 600 process models) Suncorp’s process repository
contains more than 3,000 process models for their insurance sector, with models ranging from
25 to 500 activities (Dijkman et al., 2012), while China Mobile’s process model repository
contains more than 40,000 models (Gao, 2013). In total, a legacy system could easily have
over 302,000 activities and over 600,000 data elements. For migrating the legacy system to
service-oriented BPM systems, it is impossible to identify all the services manually which
satisfy all constraints (such as reuse principle).
Based on the drawbacks of the existing methods and the comparison tables (Table 2.11,2.12
and 2.13),the weaknesses of the current service identification approach (value-based service
identification (Bianchini et al., 2014), Goal service modelling, domain decomposition, asset
analysis, Use case analysis, enterprise service modelling, in-depth business process analysis,
asset analysis and goal service modelling approach).Therefore in developing new service
identification methods, there are series of requirements have to be considered:
1. Repeatable approach and undefined data type size
It is important that the workable approach should go through cycle of (re)checks for
any error i.e. variability in the result for a given case can be detected early. Most of the
current approach and method never considered this factor. Also, it important that our
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approach will not have a specified number of data type to use. It is required to take
more or fewer data types for any case given.
Other important requirements which will be presented in our future research publica-
tions and thesis are service compatibility, Service composability (M., 2006), call fre-
quency, interaction with users, re-usability, service functionality and self-containment
(Adjoyan et al., 2014), service interoperability (Zimmermann et al., 2005): It shown
that some of the researches on service identification are omitting the important part
(Fareghzadeh, 2008), which is the interoperability of identified services which de-
scribes the technicality (e.g. transfer protocols, data formats)conceptual details(clearly
unified and specified terms and standardized data models) which are intended to be
open, platform independent and widely diffusible.
2. The type of information system
All organizations achieves their business goals, interest and needs through service
sharing, usage and exchange, which contains information. These information could
contain free flow or secretive data which can be accessed by the right agencies or
individuals of a company. In an organization where services are created, reuse and
exchange like the universities and colleges, then thus seem to be an open information
system. In a situation, where there is collaboration between two or more organization,
then it is called closed information system, i.e. tight security is balanced with free flow
of information. Therefore, in developing a new service identification methods, the
following has to be put into consideration namely, current practices and policies (Cai
et al., 2011), information communication technologies in place (Fareghzadeh, 2008),
current level of information sharing and organization culture.
3. Service Interoperability
None of the past publications considered the service inter-operability. In supporting
ever changing business demands, the degree of service inter-operability should relate
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to the service change which is resistant to changing information system. This will
describe the technicality (e.g. transfer protocols, data formats), conceptual details
(clearly unified and specified terms and standardized data models) which are intended
to be in (open, closed) information system, platform independent and widely diffusive.
4. Modularity and Autonomy
Some researchers consider the modularity and autonomy based on their design re-
quirements which conforms to the principle of cohesion and loose coupling. Byrd
et al. (2001)(Espinosa et al., 2011) highlighted that “..the benefit of modularity is
that it provides organizations with the ability to add, modify and remove business
processes with little or no widespread effects". Current methods does not consider
the feasibility of add, modifying and removing of services especially when business
requirement changes, this increases the agility and versatility of organizations. The
metric for getting these principles are heterogeneous, reason why the resulting services
do not have a guaranteed fit into inter-organizational functional needs. Abuhussein
et al. (2014) highlighted that “the autonomous nature of services implies that services
communicate to maintain control over the resources and to coordinate with other
components of the SoA”. Majority of the methods by other authors are independent,
therefore the method proposed can be fully implemented on any platform including
the cloud.
2.6.4 Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter has given broad background knowledge that guide this thesis from the inception
(problem) to the Evaluation (application of the solution). This Literature focus on the
improvement of Business IT alignment (BIA) which help to improve and create adaptable
software systems from changing business needs, realising speedy business growth and profit.
The literature presents glance of BPM, its history and life-cycle, and the technical challenges.
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From the concept of BPM, several authors were able to deliver the benefits of adopting BPM.
Organizations all over the world are subject to changes20 due to deregulation of market,
global competitions, and increase of business or customer needs (Kohlborn et al., 2009a).
Technologies and concepts in the Business Information Technology (BIT) world are gearing
to these changing factors adaptation. The emergence of these technologies has accelerated
the flexibility and variability of BPM system, likewise the adoption of SOA and its standards
like Web Services has opened a wide range of automation and integration (Aiello et al., 2010).
Cloud Computing has increase the number of researches towards BPM outsourcing. To
understand the challenges of BPM, service-oriented computing (SOC) has to be included in
the literature. SOA and service-oriented modelling are reviewed. Likewise, service-oriented
business process management (SOBPM) was also reviewed.
With all these paradigms and reviewed topic, it gives an overall knowledge of the research
work to be undertaken in the next chapter.
20Change is constant

Chapter 3
Service Identification Requirement for
Enterprise Information System
3.1 Introduction
The growing complexity of fast-changing business environments pose different challenges
with intra and inter-organization interaction, among them are the integration of systems
between autonomous and heterogeneous EISs1. As cooperative environment progressively
evolve, organizations integrate a number of different applications, protocols and service
format, linking Business-to-Business (B2B) such as Covisint2 (In general, EISs are appli-
cable to organizations and among organizations), Customer-to-Business (C2B) such as
priceline.com3, (C2B not a big concern to EIS) to fulfil a business need and objective.
Likewise, organization are also known to be internet-enabled business environment (cf. fig
3.1), improving and attaining a more flexible, adaptable, less rigid organizational philosophy
which reduces operation and maintenance cost and enhance faster total system and business
1Enterprise information system is channel across intra or inter–organization to integrate, enhance, support
and disseminate business processes on a robust platform
2https://www.covisint.com/
3https://www.priceline.com/
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quality than that provided by the inflexible and mechanistic organization (Komoda, 2006).
2 O. Sofela, P.T. de Vrieze, L. Xu 
 
and existing goals of the organization [3], [5]. In the last decade, several different 
service identification approaches and methods have been introduced with limited 
applicability (i.e. majority of these approaches are tailored made for specific business 
case), methodology or which have informal of definitions. 
The usability of current methods of service identification is generally confined to 
specific organization type, number of data type, neglecting the type of enterprise 
information system the organization may exist in (it does fluctuate based on certain 
business purpose or collaboration) , and some of the approaches do not adhere to the 
set of common principles that underpin SOA platforms [6]. Enterprise information 
system demands an internet-enabled business environment (cf. fig 1) for attaining a 
more flexible, adaptable and less rigid organization philosophy which reduces 
operation and maintenance cost [3] and enhance faster total system quality than that 
provided by the inflexibility of a mechanistic organization [9]. The enterprise 
information system provides more lateral communication, attaining business process 
interoperability and enforcing their proper enactment [7]. 
 
Fig 1. Change of business environment to enterprise information system [8] 
 
The point is if we study the how services of different organizations are used in 
different enterprise information system, then, we can know how to identify them.  
First, we address the question:  Q1) How does the level of capability of services in 
an organization type affect service identification? 
Secondly, the requirement for services in each enterprise information system and 
its fundamental properties are studied. 
Of particular interest is that organizations are finding it difficult to keep up with the 
speed of business change. As such, business operations and environments are 
unpredictable, leading to increased costs [3] as changes arise. There have been 
speculations that technology and globalism of business were the key drivers of the 
fast-changing business enterprise [8], [10]. It is more beneficial to have service-
oriented organization, and more considerate and accurate to identify the services for 
more cost-efficient, productive and agile enterprise.  
The current service identification techniques are less applicable; they are too simple 
to adhere to the key principles that support major information enterprise systems. 
None of the method considered that organizations are subject to change. Based on the 
drawback, a requirement for the identification of services within fast changing 
enterprise system is developed which uses service orientation for different dimensions 
Fig. 3.1 Change of Business Environment (Wetherly and Otter, 2014)
With the introduction of SOA concepts into business system, it re-defines and
structurally change the system architecture, transforming the closed monolithic platform-type
to multi-level applications-type, developing industry-specific solutions and deepens lateral
communication.
Nowadays, organization’s internal processes are accessible by other organization(s) for
openness and transparency by using the Web- technologies like Web services and markup
langu ges like extensible m rkup language (XML) and extensible HTML.
At this point, identification of services within intra and inter-organizations can be tedious.
Also, of particular interest is that organizations are finding it difficult to keep up with the
speed of business change. As such, business operations and environments are unpredictable,
leading to increased costs as changes arise. Therefore, it is more beneficial to have service-
oriented organization which are more considerate, accurate, cost-efficie t, productive and
agile.
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In this chapter, we present the level of capability of services in an organization type, and the
requirement for services in each EIS and its fundamental properties. The benefit of defining
the requirement for each system is that it presents an extensible-platform functionality for
any organization to identify their services at real time. Also, we give general description
and properties of single systems, collaboration, running an open and closed operation, and
analyse the service solution for each involvement and operation.
3.1.1 Single systems
Single systems can be defined from different perspectives. The word “single" has been
defined in Oxford dictionary as an attribute to quantify a noun4. In general context, single
system can be said to be one system. In science, an organization with one system can
contain bundle of sub-systems from different organizational units, e,g. organization system
operating a software solution e.g. SAP5 series of products running several sub-systems
like Human Resource Management (HRM) and ERP systems is referred as a platform-
based single system. Likewise, an organization system using one system containing several
software applications is referred as a application-based single system e.g. Insurance company
with several software applications for claim and risk management, fraud detection, product
accelerator, risk management, reinsurance management and finance management.
Therefore, we can re-define single system as the combination one or more systematic
structures containing several software applications and/or platforms (containing bundle of
sub-systems) which are distinguishable for demonstrating the competencies, resources, and
sharing responsibilities and benefits, in order to overcome market turbulence and achieve
their business goals accuracies. For instance, a university has several departmental units’ i.e.
4a word used to identify any class of people, places, or things
5SAP SE is a German multinational software corporation that produces enterprise software to manage
business operations and customer relations
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faculties, finance, marketing and house-letting departments etc., and those constituents and
describes the potentials of the university. The university can be said to have a combination
of several sub-systems (using series of SAP products) and platforms (several software
applications). Organization with single system can either be open, closed single system.
Open single system
To define “open” single system, we use the “usage by others” perspective. A single system
is “open” when several functions or applications can be accessed, shared and reused by
other systems or users. Open single EISs are normally built on platforms of big organization.
For instance, Amazon shop and Amazon platform, Amazon is not a typical EIS, it can be
EIS when it support Amazon shops. Several things are built on Amazon platform which
the HR is not open to the shops. Technically, an interface and governing standards are
defined for the systems to interact, i.e. exchange of messages with systems (entities of
different departmental units) is possible by using the standard, technology and purpose. The
systems are interconnected with required resources using specified policies to achieve highly
centralized system and service. The technical limitations in the openness feature of a system
is the accessibility of process by different partners which can lead to hacking or bridge of
data security.
Closed single system
Single system can also be defined using the “usage by others” perspective as system with
limited or no access by people or application outside of the system, for certain reasons like
security, bridge of trust and competition. Technically, closed single system is a secured
interaction between the service provider and requestor in one or more systems or organiza-
tions. The degree of interoperability and standard are defined for secure networking with
low centrality to the system(s) and users. The technical limitations of closed single systems
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are: less service composition and certification, no reuse of system applications and services
by other systems, and the system are not available for extension leading to no degree of
reusability. Closed single system can become open when, an enterprise decides to outsource
its services from another business partner. Open single system can become closed systems
as a result of a merger involving two organizations, in which one of their concerns is data
security.
3.1.2 Collaboration
Collaboration is a broad and encompassing term (Jin and Ahn, 2006), and it can be defined
in different context and needs clarification. According to Niehaves and Plattfaut (2010), the
word “collaboration” is said to emerge from the study of organization boundary in manage-
ment and organization research, driven by the growing concerns in the area of supply chain,
production networks of interconnected organizations, collaboration dynamics, outsourcing,
Virtual Organization (VO) (Afsarmanesh, 2007), and of development in information system.
In this thesis, the concept “collaboration” and “network” are both treated from its related
technical viewpoint and context. However, the concept “network” or “networking” is key
term in many business and marketing researches (Fujimoto, 2008). In recent researches in
business networking field, networking distinguishes the different forms of business by value
chain orientation, life span, and degree of virtualization or hierarchical structure (Camarinha-
Matos et al., 2010).
Camarinha-Matos et al. (2010) defined networking as the need to communicate with specified
duration, decision making power features and relationship. Whereas collaboration is the
mutual involvement of participants for joint goal/responsibilities with specific process(es)
in which they share information, resources and capabilities (Afsarmanesh et al., 2009) .
Therefore, collaboration can be said to have common goals and participants, but can be
defined in different technical viewpoints from networking.
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Collaboration and networking has been used as one term to define networks of different
entities (people, enterprise, computer systems etc.). Afsarmanesh et al. (2009); Camarinha-
Matos et al. (2010) described collaborative network as a geographically distributed network
of variety of entities (organization, people, machines) sharing resources and core compe-
tencies to add competitive advantages to their business, which are largely autonomous and
heterogeneous in terms of their operating environment, business culture, and goals.
Collaborative network can involve the interaction of organizations, virtual organizations
(VO) or virtual enterprises (VE) for certain advantages; the most relevant one is summarized
in (Camarinha-Matos et al., 2010) namely: agility, complementary roles, competitiveness,
resource optimization and innovation which are said to fit for purpose when it is specified by
the collaborating partners. Therefore, collaboration network has to be explicitly designed,
structured and managed to increase business potentials and efficiency.
In past action research studies (Afsarmanesh et al., 2009; Camarinha-Matos et al., 2010; Ra-
jsiri et al., 2007), collaborative network have shown its wide diversity with the use of different
architectural support, interaction and behavior patterns for different business purposes. From
these studies, there exist a wide range of structures which differ from the process-oriented
chain structure (e.g. in supply chain), to the project-oriented federated networks (e.g. in
virtual organization).
We concentrate more on the term “collaboration” but not network because of relationships
and interactions of multi-partner’s business processes, from the peer-to-peer and hierarchical
technological structure Papazoglou et al. (2007b).
These relationships and interactions demonstrate how multi-partners integrate with them-
selves by selecting the part of their business processes to make public depending on the
agreed-upon standard. Schmidt et al. (2005) further propose a business process management
(BPM) infrastructure which provides the run-time monitoring the execution of individual
partner’s open and closed business processes using the federated dashboard. Furthermore,
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the introduction of enterprise service bus (ESB) provided the multi-partners with SOA en-
abled and event-driven infrastructure that acts as an intermediary layer to supports a flexible
connectivity between services, bridging heterogeneous environments (Chappell, 2004).
In this chapter, we classify collaboration into internal function, external function, and internal-
external function collaborations using the classification in (Li, 2007).
Collaboration can be addressed in an internal function when an organization owns different
systems that are in charge of the sourcing, supplies, and distributions using the supply chain
network. Also, collaboration can be addressed in an external function network organization
when an organizations that provides services, either directly or indirectly (second-tier sup-
plier), using the production networks of interconnected organizations.
Collaboration can be addressed in internal-external function when an organization is respon-
sible for the service distribution between locations internally and externally, using VO.
From all these classifications, collaboration has to be addressed by the relationship of partners
at business, and/or system, and/or service levels, depending on the business situation and
purpose.
For instance, UK Barclays bank is responsible for the local (internal) and global (external)
distribution of their services for example, mortgage and loan service, credit and debit card
service. For the calculation of account charges and money exchange rate on international
transactions involving different clients in different countries, the collaboration of the bank’s
virtual organization can interoperate on an standardized interface to calculate and give charges
to the clients and partners at real-time.
On a more fundamental level, Jin and Ahn (2006); Rajsiri et al. (2007) suggest that in internal
collaboration; very few partners have fully achieved internal integration of their systems
because the cost of collaboration Minson and Mueller (2012).
The full integration of systems towards collaboration are more efficient to achieve singular
goal, but in reality, the complete integration is hard to achieve and very costly because most
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old systems are built on flexi-system. Therefore, it is not always possible to achieve full
integration, regardless of the cost of integration and other factors like (integration of old
flexi-systems, time variants). Achieving full integration i.e. collaboration will maximize
business productivity, profit, efficiency and competition.
Technically, there are fewer issues with system interoperability and adaptability internally,
for internal collaboration defines its clarity on what to achieve, and how to achieve it.
Collaboration at service level
At service level, collaboration arises from the interaction with each other’s exposed services
by providing a set of capabilities which are visible to recognizable business functions
of partners. Organization in collaboration can communicate with what it does known as
business capabilities, without revealing how it does it Luo et al. (2005), which are viewed
as “black boxes”. The business capability to some degree needs to be externally apparent
for collaboration without revealing how it is realized internally (depending on agreement on
policies).
The degree of collaboration differs in different environments at system and service level.
Therefore, to define open or closed collaboration, we use the “usage by others” perspective.
From the “usage by others” perspective, collaboration is said to be “open” when several
partners can access, share and reuse their systems. Technically, collaboration is can be said
to “open” e.g. supply chain, production network when:
a.) there is defined standards for unified communication accessible by the partners,
b.) the partners have fully re-configured their services internally and externally, and scale up
for fully integration by defining common vocabulary and processes, and specifying which
partners performs what or use part of the actual business process.
On the other hand, collaboration is said to be closed when:
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a.) the organizations emerging in different heterogeneous application domain have restricted
joint policies and contract to which it results in personal interest e.g collaboration of bank’s
VO,
b.) the network in same application domain have secured joint integration for both business
growth and interest e.g. collaboration of NASA with LEGO to create an intelligent education
tool.
Technically, collaborative organizations is can be said to “closed” (e.g. virtual organization)
when:
a.) there is agreed upon dynamic standards that help in mapping the functional interface
guidelines, and functional interface, remotely accessible by the partners according to specified
functional needs,
b.) there is secured service information (metadata) that are embed the required parameters to
support the service partner’s adaptation.
Fig. 3.2 Two-dimensional EIS
As mentioned above, there are different domains that EISs support, which one or many EISs
can be used in one organization. Therefore, one conventional methodology cannot be used to
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identify service for organization with several different classifications and operation. In doing
so, we state that an organization with one or many EIS can be classified into two dimensions,
which will support identification of right services for enterprise system.
One dimension shows the representation of organization system, i.e. “organization system”
dimension (Fig. 3.2). The organization system dimension denotes that an enterprise system
can change from a single system to a collaborative network or in contrast. Another dimension
represents operation of organizations which can be seen as open or closed for other partners,
i.e. “EIS” dimension.
An EIS can be “open”, “closed” operation, and organization(s) and implement a “single",
“collaborative" process. These terms are relatively and dynamically changing its interaction
between business partners from open to closed, or in contrast. These results to the four axes
as shown in figure 3.2, describing the four possibilities of an organization i.e. an organization
can exist either as open single system, closed single system, open collaborative process, and
closed collaborative process. For instance, an insurance company (appears in open single
system axis) creates several policies which require several business processes for execution.
A new policy “closed-garage car holders” is introduced into the competitive market which
requires outsourcing data from the government “houses with garage” into their database. In
other words, this policy requires collaboration with the government (closed single system),
also the government needs to know the amount of cars in each county to evaluate road tax
payment. This leads to joint venture between their business processes (both partners now
appear on open collaborative process). Therefore, for faster development of new type of
insurance policy and tax detail information, there must be fast approach to identifying service
from the open collaborative process. Organization can be classified into an axis based on its
requirements at system and service levels which may change dues to business needs.
Our highly distributed approach involves the monitoring of the changes as a result of variation
in partner’s businesses, growing services demands, and scope of the organizations, and the
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identification of services within the intra or inter-organizations at real-time. Furthermore, the
approach defines the degree of service orientation of each axis as the extent to which services
are designed to easily composed, coupled and adapt in order to cope with the changing
factors. With this approach, new requirement for service identification is proposed which
can adapt to organization changes using the degree of service orientation of each axis.
3.2 Service Orientation Degree for Enterprise Information
Systems
In recent business world, organizations changes as a result of variation in partner’s businesses,
growing services demands, and scope of the organizations. An organization is said to
effective only if they are on-demand and adaptable (Cherbakov et al., 2005), resulting to the
transformation of tradition enterprise to SOA supported EIS. A recent survey by Forrester
shows that the rate of SOA adoption among enterprises is strong and increasing (Heffner
et al., 2011), by using architectural style that increases emphasis on flexibility and efficiency.
One of the key promises and benefits of SOA is the seamless integration of business services
Cherbakov et al. (2005), by describing the service orientation.
Service orientation is the internal representation (or metaphorically its “DNA”) toward
services Oliveira and Roth (2012), which enables enterprise to react quickly to a frequent
business demand Cherbakov et al. (2005).
Defining the degree of service orientation in each axis presents the overall tendency to deliver
a service excellence. Johnston (2004) argues that service excellence is about “being easy to
do business with”. Following Johnston (2004) argument, we further argue that organizations
need to have the requisite service orientation measurement that makes it reliably easy for intra
or inter-organization integration. Therefore, there are growing needs for valid measurement
scales that describe business overall internal service-based competencies. The methodology
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employed in this chapter builds upon prior research (Aldris et al., 2013). Aldris et al. (2013)
describe the measurement of service orientation by degree as “the extent to which services
are designed in such a way that allows them to be easily coupled, adapted and combined in
order to cope with changing environment”, and provide service excellence in EIS.
For achieving a given goal, EIS interacts between each other depending on certain principle
(Aldris et al., 2013).
Elvesæter et al. (2006) states that interoperability solutions should be driven by first, the
business needs, and then the software solutions as the second. Furthermore, quality principles
of a system (interoperability, adaptability and re-usability) should be driven by business and
software needs at system level, and which has to conform to the existing SOA best practice
at service level. Below are the selected quality principles at system level:
1. System Interoperability.
This principle states the extent or level at which two or more systems can exchange
information in a meaningful way (Aldris et al., 2013). Carney et al. (2005) lengthened
the definition, in (Elvesæter et al., 2006) by adding the notion of purpose related to goal
of interoperation and the notion of relation in the environment in which the entities
exist. Interoperability is defined as the “ability of collections of communicating entities
to (i.) share specified information and (ii.) operate on the that information according
to a shared operational semantics (iii.) in order to achieve a specified purpose in
given context”. (Panetto, 2007), in (Elvesæter et al., 2006), complements Carney et al.
(2005) definition, stating that “interoperable systems are by necessity compatible, but
the converse is not necessarily true”. A service is said to be interoperable when the
level of message exchange between different services interconnected semantically
or by agreed upon syntax. Service interoperability depends on level of information
exchange between the services through distinct interfaces that specify the usage and
behaviour of the systems. Interoperability problems may arise due to: organization type,
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different levels (department) in organization, different kinds of enterprise application
as well as due to the varying levels of abstractions of the services. Therefore, the
degree for interoperability depends on the type of enterprise system and the level of
service contract standardization (e.g. the use of communication protocol), service
abstraction and service loose-coupling. The higher the system level or cost of exchange
of information, the higher the interoperability.
2. System Adaptability.
This principle states how a system can accommodate changes within or outside of its
environment (Aldris et al., 2013). Adaptability includes the scalability of evolving
software, hardware and operational environment. Service adaptability is the level of
service control over its environment and displays efficient request processing (Aldris
et al., 2013). Adaptability also depends on the enterprise system and the degree of
statelessness and autonomy. The higher the scalability of the service design, the higher
the service adaptability, achievable by the level of statelessness and autonomy.
3. System Re-usability.
This principle advocates that a segment of a system’s asset can be used again in
different context to add new functions with slight or no modification (Aldris et al.,
2013). Re-usability of software systems is possible when a system successfully adapt
to changing needs with the environment. Service re-usability is the level at which a
service can participate in multiple composition in different context to add new functions
with slight or no modification (Aldris et al., 2013). Service re-usability depends on
SOA design principles namely: discoverability, genericity and composability.
Based on SOA design principles which can be found in different works (Aldris et al., 2013;
Erl, 2008; Papazoglou et al., 2007a), we refine the quality principles which play key role in
service orientation at service level:
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1. Service Contract Standardization.
Service contracts define the capabilities and its relationships of services. Standard-
ization of service contract enables efficient communication amongst services (Aldris
et al., 2013), which has to be defined before the implementation of the services. This
principle ensures consistent communication, transparency and helps in service contract
reuse.
2. Service Loose Coupling.
This principle ensures that services can condone changes to application instances
without affecting other services. This principle must be studied from different negative
types of coupling as Contract-to-Functional Coupling, Contract-to-Implementation
Coupling, Contract-to-Logic Coupling and Contract-to-Technology Coupling, see
(Aldris et al., 2013).
3. Service Abstraction.
This principle turns services into “black box”, publishing only the required information
need about the services to the consumer. This information can be changed as service
design changes e.g., when a service is composed of other services.
4. Service Statelessness.
This principle requires that services in SOA-based system are to avoid the management
of state tasks (e.g. keeping trace of interaction-specific) (Aldris et al., 2013). Service
Autonomy. This principle advocates that services have maximum control over underly-
ing runtime execution environment (Aldris et al., 2013). For instance, service A and
service B are not designed to have direct access to the same object on a database.
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5. Service Discoverability.
This principle ensures that services have the ability to be effectively discovered and
interpreted by supplementing services with communicative metadata (Aldris et al.,
2013).
6. Service Composability.
This principles represents the design approach to which services are effective in service
compositions to create new services (Aldris et al., 2013).
7. System Modularity
This is defined as the level at which a service can be changed without have huge impact
on the whole or other services. The degree of modularity depends on indirect service
dependence or coupling, decomposability, composability, continuity.
8. System Replace-ability
This principle ensures that a system can substituted with another in the same envi-
ronment for the same purpose (Aldris et al., 2013). A system might be replaced by
other system creating disruption in the services as a result from new version, model
etc., to upgrade or prevention of failure or maintenance. For example, unavailability of
certain service in an enterprise system application will be transparent to the consumers,
instead of creating new service from the scratch for availability; the gap can be filled
by replacing it the available one. The degree of replace-ability depends on direct
precedence, causal footprints and protocol, and causal behavioural profiles.
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3.3 Service Orientation Degree of Open Single Enterprise
Information Systems
Technically, it is important to distinguish between interoperability and adaptability since
failure to do so, sometimes confuse the debate on how to achieve them at system and service
level, which result to the classification of the open single EIS into two perspectives. Open
single systems have been addressed in two perspectives namely, i.) platform-based open
single system ii.) application-based open single system.
One of the key features of the open single system is convenient accessibility to the system
and the service. The service orientation of each of the perspectives is addressed based on its
properties, functionalities and operations of B2B organization at service level.
As shown in Table 3.1, there are some required SOA principles for every service orientation,
which differs in systems or services.
Table 3.1 Service Orientation Requirements at System and Service Levels
Service Orientation
SOA Principle
System Level Service Level
Interoperability Level of system abstrac-
tion
Level of service loose cou-
pling, abstraction
Adaptability Level of system auton-
omy
Level of service loose cou-
pling and autonomy
Re-usability Level of system
discover-ability and
statelessness
Level of service loose cou-
pling, genericity, discover-
ability, composability and
statelessness
3.3.1 Service orientation for platform-based open single system
For an organization using a platform (e.g. SAP), running several software systems (e.g.
Customer Relation Management (CRM)) that generate service A and service B, the two
services can be interoperated iff the following quality and SOA principles is conformed
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with: At service level, the degree of interoperability of two services A and B depends on the
following SOA principles.
1. Level of service contract standardization.
Within an organization using a platform (e.g. SAP), the applications are explicitly
required to adopt the specified SAP’s standard for application accessibility, system
integration, service interconnection, and service management meta-data.
2. Level of abstraction.
The service contract between the services aid the effective utilization of the service
needed giving out the required information to consumer. Service A and service B can
expose its logic and functionality from multiple different underlying applications by
using another service C. The level of abstraction of Service C is determined to extent
by the collective levels of abstraction attained by service A and service B operations.
3. Level of loose coupling.
A given service A is directly coupled via the information exchange to another service
B iff there exists information used in A that is defined in B, change in service A is
likely to affect B. Thus, to achieve loose coupling between the services, there must be
a level of isolation.
The degree of adaptability and re-usability of two services is depended on the level of the
standardized service contract which is easy to determine because they belong in the same
platform. With the standard, the level of SOA principles can be specified. For improved
interoperable services, well-established standards must be defined for easy communication
and ensuring less/no negotiation power between the applications in the platform, creating a
standardized degree of abstraction and loosely-coupled, autonomous and generic services.
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3.3.2 Service orientation for application-based open single system
In an organization (e.g. NASA), with several bundles of sub-systems that generate different
services for unified business goal. For the services to interoperate, the systems have to be
adaptable. The level of system adaptability depends on the service autonomy and statelessness
of each sub-system in the open single system, before the interoperability of the services can
be considered. The degree of adaptability of the services depends on the following SOA
principles namely:
1. The level of system adaptability. This is possible by agreed-upon system standard; the
specified standard will aid the interoperability of the services of the systems. With
established standard, systems are compatible (i.e. increase service interoperability),
connected seamlessly, providing an efficient and simplified business process, regulated
for the amount of information exposed (i.e. increase service abstraction), clearly docu-
mented and accessible (service discoverability) and exposed for services functionality
for reuse (service genericity) which can be composed to deliver a new service (service
composability).
2. The degree of service interoperability.
After achieving system adaptability, then the service interoperability can be defined
following the specified steps.
Loose coupling of service in open single system can be expressed, for instance when a
department depends less on another department in an organization to execute its busi-
ness process; it might not be coupling on technical level, but bit more operational level.
An organization running open single system defines the level of standardization that
they incorporate into their business process, which ensures low impact of individual
failure between the systems.
Interoperable services are by necessity adaptable in open single system, but the con-
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verse is not necessarily true. To realize the power of service interoperability through
robust data exchange, one must look beyond adaptability.
3.4 Service Orientation Degree of Open Collaborative En-
terprise Information System
In fast growing business world, collaboration does not only exist with similar businesses,
for instance, software companies (e.g. Microsoft and Apple), Universities (e.g. MIT and
Harvard), but more of unrelated businesses, for instance, the collaboration of Microsoft
and Toyota for intelligent energy consumption (Turiera and Cros, 2013), Mercedes-Benz
and Facebook for new frontier social driving (Turiera and Cros, 2013), Puma, Adidas
and Innovalley for intelligent sportswear and accessories (Turiera and Cros, 2013), NHS
and Facebook for enormous potential of health’s socializing, Evernote and Moleskine for
information overload management and many more.
Therefore, the two different collaborative perspectives described above (i.e. the related and
unrelated open collaborations) cannot be treated the same way.
Each of the perspective is described and the collaborations are achieved based on the level of
service orientation which conforms to SOA principles.
Technically, the level of service orientation for open collaboration is different for every case.
For instance, organization A and B have to specify the level of collaboration for their systems
to interoperate, adapt and reusable.
3.4.1 Service Orientation of related open collaboration
At system level, organization A and B in similar business drive can easily define the level
of interoperability and adaptability of their systems based on the agreed upon standard. In
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doing so, the following quality principles have to conform the following SOA principles with
namely:
1. The level of adaptability of the system
For an organization A and B to adapt, agreed-upon standards have approved by
both organizations giving rise to the development of an interface which will be the
collaborating environment for the organizations. In defining adaptability, organization
A and B specifies the portion of its business processes to collaborate with, which is
accessible by both organizations using defined interface. Inside of the interface, the
related open collaboration defines the level of service autonomy when its services
exercises control logic over their underlying and execution environment or interface
which has to be loosely coupled.
2. The level of adaptability of services.
After the adaptability of the systems, service adaptability is dealt with. Service
adaptability in related collaboration or network is far more achievable as long as the
levels of standardized service contract, loose coupling, statelessness and autonomy are
all defined, creating interoperable services. For instance, MIT and Harvard universities
are collaborating to provide free online courses, known as Massively Open Online
Courses (MOOCs) (Pappano, 2012). With established standards and interface, the
two universities can collaborate using the standardized bridge between the specified
services (data and resources). The next step is the interoperability of the services of
the two universities. To safe cost and time, instead of creating new suitable services,
the adaptability of their existing services is considered. Each organization defines its
level of abstraction, coupling and service contract duration with each other as shown
in Figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3 Service Orientation of related open collaboration
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3.4.2 Service Orientation of unrelated open collaboration
In recent collaborations, more of unrelated organizations are partnering to improve or estab-
lish new services, e.g. health sector and social media (i.e. NHS and Facebook) collaborate
to create sociable health care to raise awareness about the need for donations (Turiera and
Cros, 2013). This collaboration entails more detailed work which involves the looking at
the service orientation of each collaboration processes which conforms to SOA principles at
system and service levels. The following quality and SOA principles have to be conformed
to namely:
1. The level of system adaptability.
depends on what they are working on and the d level of relation of organization A
and B. An interface is created for collaborating organization A and B by agreed-upon
standard which uses on each organization’s service autonomy and statelessness.
2. The level of system interoperability.
With the interface created, the next step is establishing standardized service contract
which depends on each organization’s level of service abstraction and coupling. The
next section discusses the requirements for open single system and open collaboration
because of page limitation.
3.5 Service Identification Requirements of Enterprise In-
formation Systems
As the current methods exist, there are over twenty methods for identifying services which
are not adaptable to changes and less applicable to every business case. Also, the approaches
are too simple to satisfy the common principles that are supported by SOA platforms. In
order to realize or create a new method, the following requirements are to be satisfied for
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each EISs.
Identification of services in EISs has some requirements leading to modification of the service
design. Likewise, identification of service orientation for a specific EIS will improve the
service design, and services can be identified as business requirements change.
3.5.1 Service Identification requirement for open single system
Services in open enterprise systems operate in a highly dynamic manner; independently
subject to have less boundaries (depending to the level of standard) running different business
processes or applications. There might be variations due to changes in business goal and
environment in one department, making the services to slightly change or loose-coupled.
The effect of the slight change in the business goal or environment plays a risk on the right
identification of services.
In recent business world, organizations are subject to changes in requirements and goals,
therefore, it mean their business services are subject to change as it switches dimension. For
example, an organization ‘A’ running an open systematic structure has different resulting
values of the service design description depending on the task parameters. The organization
‘A’ can become closed systematic structure as a result of a merge with low centrality system.
Therefore, to make the services in open enterprise system to have the right service design
description for every changing business case, the following requirements have to be satisfied:
The service identification requirements are as a result of the reviewing and classification of
the open single system. The requirements for identifying services in open single systems are
as follows:
1. Analyze the type of services they provide, what means (platform or application-based)
2. If it is platform-based:
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(a) The dynamic relationship of the services is defined by analyzing the service
orientation of the services identified (level of loose coupling and abstraction)
in the enterprise system as it changes round the dimensions. In platform-based
single system, standardization is not a major concern for the organization; it
conforms to the platforms standard. The only concern is the level of coupling,
which involves less abstraction.
Else if it is application-based:
(b) The requirement for application-based is more difficult because it is tailor-made
to the business specification. Creating a specific level of interoperable services
within an organization using different applications, the following condition has to
be met namely: Agreed-up standard, the level of service abstraction, autonomy,
statelessness, discoverability, composability and genericity, and loose-coupling
of the services.
3. Then, dynamic candidate services from the integrated business processes (top-down
approach) can be identified depending on the type of system and service orientation.
3.5.2 Service Identification requirement for open collaboration
As discussed in Section 4.4, collaboration is a broad topic to dive into. In this thesis,
collaboration has been dealt with in the area of interaction of partnering organizations, people
and machines. Therefore, defining the requirements to identify services in open collaborating
organizations, The service identification requirements are as a result of the reviewing and
classification of the open collaboration in Section 4.4.
1. Analyse the type of services they provide, what means (related or unrelated)
2. If it is related collaboration:
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(a) Standardization has to be agreed upon for services to interoperate or adapt on a
defined interface.
(b) Each organization defines its level of abstraction, coupling and service contract
duration), as it may changes.
Else if it is unrelated collaboration:
(c) Standardization for unrelated collaboration is more difficult as it needs more
consideration on the service orientation. The standard has to be highly agreed-
upon, creating a connecting medium for collaboration.
(d) Each organization have to well-define the standard for collaboration, high level
of abstraction, coupling and service contract duration), as it may changes.
(e) For instance, ‘Toyota’ and ‘Microsoft’ can collaborate in one business aspect
of their business process or they jointly create new business processes in the
standardized interface.
3. It is required that separate service can keep track of collaborative services’ transactions
or sessions in the collaborating organization for monitoring accuracy, appropriateness,
time behaviour, co-existence, user error, authenticity (service statelessness).
4. Therefore, collaborating tasks and entities are defined from the interface. Analyse the
level of service orientation of collaborating organizations and its entities..
5. Then, the dynamic services can be identified from the integrated business processes
model using the quality and service orientation principles as shown in figure 3.
It is important for organizations to define their level of service orientation for inter, intra
collaboration. With Figure 3.4, service depends on the operational requirement enforce by
the given standard body (e.g. ISO 9001, 25010). Furthermore, the services are bound by
dimension which is a set of service orientation.
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3.6 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we progressively described the requirements for service identification for EIS
by looking into different organization systems. With the continuous changing factors like
economy, market competition,security and location, enterprises are subject to changes or
improvement in services or systems. Therefore, organization can remotely understand their
domain (i.e. dimension) and adapt to change regardless the situation or cause.
This chapter also address organizational agility which is achievable when loosely coupled
services are identified by knowing the level of service orientation for the enterprise system.
The next chapter involves the role of organizational data in modelling, representation and
business service identification.

Chapter 4
Data-driven Service Identification
Framework
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the step-by-step approach of identifying business services (see Figure
4.1), which guide developers in creating functional service design. This chapter presents on
the pre-analysis and modelling the data elements while the post-analysis of the approach
presented in chapter 5.
One of the most important aspects in constructing service-oriented architectures (SOA) is the
identification of services at the right level of abstraction (see Chapter 3) provide the optimum
re-use of services for today’s enterprise information systems.
Since the inception of service identification in both software and business management, there
has not been was primarily focused data. As shown in Section 2.8, majority of methods are
model or goal-driven.
The use of model or goal driven methods are is less adaptable to changes and reusable Sofela
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et al. (2016) than data focused methods i.e whenever organization requirements change1, the
data also change. Adapting to change in model and goal-driven methods involves a lot of task
and time i.e re-modelling. Moreover these model and goal driven methods have difficulties
for use in migrating large non service-oriented systems to service-oriented systems because a
goal-driven approach always need human interpretations Sofela et al. (2016).
This chapter introduces a data focused service identification method. Inspired by the work of
Vanderfeesten et.al.(2008), this proposed service identification method provides a method
for deciding service granularity that is repeatable, objective and effective. Based on flowing
data within a system, we first identify proto-services (i.e. initial service elements) from the
dependencies among data. Using proto-services as input and other constraints, a family of
service clustering algorithms is designed to identify the final services based on different
criteria. It is worth to note that proto-services do not need to be implemented, and in
the real world would be too small to be feasible (any system would be overwhelmed by
communication costs). The skeleton of our method is as follow:
1. List of flowing data within a system (e.g. Table 4.1)
2. Analyse dependences of data (Section 4.2) and identify proto-services (Section 4.3)
3. Proto-services and other constraints (such as service invocation costs, service invo-
cation fluency, service locations, etc.) (Table 4.2) are used as input of the service
clustering algorithms (Section 4.3),
• Target amount of services, T.
• Adjust constraints for different situations and service identification results
4. Calculating coupling and cohesion of different service aggregations (Chapter 5)
• Re-adjust constraints
1 For example, the foreign trade policies change frequently over the years due to political, economy interest
and difference, creating new policies and organizational requirement which result to new model.
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• Re-invoke service clustering algorithms
• Re-calculate related coupling and cohesion of service aggregations
The first 3 steps can already independently identify services. Step 4 provides further insights
to evaluate the service identification design using cohesion and computing metrics. Step 3 is
repeatable for different purposes e.g. certain services may need to be in different locations
with change of invocation costs. Step 4 could return to Step 3 for certain justification of the
design and as such improve the overall quality of the service portfolio.
To demonstrate this approach, we use a case (see Appendix I) modified from the sofa
production model case presented in Bianchini et al. (2014) as illustrating example. Table 4.1
shows the relevant data in the case.
dataElements ={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15}
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 presents a detailed approach for
deriving and modelling data dependency using the Sofa production and ordering process as
the running example. Section 4.3 presents the analyses and identifies the data dependence and
proto-services, and creates the algorithm for clustering proto-services and other constraints
(such as service invocation costs, service invocation fluency, service locations, etc.). Section
4.4 describes how the algorithm works. Section 4.5 presents aggregation for the clustered
services.
4.2 Data Dependency
A data element can have combination of data types such that it is not subdivided within the
model. If it is sub-divided, the components are elements and the combination is a tuple.
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Table 4.1 Data elements of the sofa manufacturing and ordering process.
Data Element
1 Order
2 OrderEval
3 LoC
4 Bill
5 BackCompSpec
6 RawMaterials
7 BackComp
8 DeliveryNote
9 AccessCompSpec
10 Material
11 Accessory
12 DeliveryAccessory
13 Sofa
14 Sofa Package
15 Invoice
It crucial to know that there are several types of data which interact based on specified
attributes between the activities. Each of these data types plays key role in modelling of
the data dependency graph. Each business instance describes the types of data in a process
distinguished by distinct activity.
Definition 4.1: Ri: Root data element.
It is the single resulting data element that is not used as input for any other operation. It
requires conditional data input, reference, operational and decision data to create the resulting
data. The reference, decision and operational data elements are subset of root data.
{rni∧Dni} ⊂ Rni
The root data elements are also known as the trigger data elements that initiate another
process in an intra or inter-organization.
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For example, when order is received from a client, if the order is complete (OrderEval “2"
f⇒ order “1"), it
triggers the generation of list of component (LoC) in the purchasing Office, leading to the price estimation.
The Bill triggers the internal manufacturing department to analyse the backbone component and also
triggers the ordering of the accessory from another accessories providers. The assembling of sofa is
triggered when BackComponent and Accessory are both delivered to the purchasing department. The
completion of the assembling of the sofa triggers the packaging, deliver of sofa and sending of invoice by
the sales office. Therefore (“1, 2, 3") are the root data element as shown in Figure 4.2.
1 2 3
?
Root Data Element
1,2,3
Fig. 4.2 Root data element from Sofa manufacturing example.
Definition 4.2: Di: Decision data element.
It is the data element that can be produced by multiple alternative operational data. The
decision data is a subset of operational data.
{rni} ⊂ Dni
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For example:: In figure 5.2, in the manufacturing department, the BackComponent and DeliveryNote are
created either when the BackComponent is readily available for collection or the company produces the
BackComponent when it is not available. Likewise, in the production and delivery of the accessories by
the external provider. Therefore Proto-service Ps03 derives from two optional decision data elements (6
and 10) or (7, 9, 11) as shown figure 4.3.
11
9
7
?
10
6
?
Fig. 4.3 Decision data element from Sofa manufacturing example.
Definition 4.3: ri: Reference data element.
The data that initiate the whole process is known as the reference data. It is the input data
element to an operation without input elements.
rni ∈ Oni
For example: The data element “1" order activates orderEval, and other data elements in other departments.
Therefore, order “1" as shown in Figure 4.4 of the case ).
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1 2 3
?
Reference Data 
Element
1
Fig. 4.4 Reference data element from Sofa manufacturing example.
4.2.1 Data Dependency graph
First, we deriving the data elements and its dependencies which is graphically represented in
the data dependency graph as shown in Figure 4.5.
The data dependency graph consists of the data elements depicted as circles, the connecting
arrows and the proto-services depicted as black thick dot. The data elements are the abstract
representation of the data that is processed in the business process.
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11
9
7
1 2 3
3.21
13
15
14
10
6
5
4
0.0
12
Proto Service
Data Element
Cost of composition
Cost of invocation
Merge Cost 
Communication Cost
Proto Service
Fig. 4.5 Data dependency graph.
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Proto-Service
The proto-services are the action(s) that are taken on the data elements values. The connecting
arrows displays the properties of interaction between data elements.
In general, a proto-services can have a number of attributes associated to it that describe its
characteristics in more details.
From the perspective of proto-service B, in proto-service parts A, B, C as shown in Figure
below, involving different data elements namely:
1. Input (active) data element – result from calling another service/function (A) from
service/function (B)
2. Input (passive)data element – result from calling another service/function (B) from
service/function (A)
3. Output (request) data element– sending data from service/function (B) to other ser-
vice/function (C)
4. Output (response) data element – The result of the service/function to the caller
BA C
Active input Passive output
Passive inputActive output
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4.3 Proto-Service Clustering Algorithm
This section gives a formal description of the approach for identification of right size of
service at right level of abstraction which offers optimum functionalities without interfering
with the pre-defined service design concepts. To ensure proper identification and generation
of right candidate services, we propose to cluster and estimate
• the corresponding non-functional attributes of the proto-services during initial and
execution stages, alternatively distributed round five targets (t= 0,1,2,3,4).
• the coherence of the whole process
A proto-service part can be invoked by multiple services. All parts of the calling service are
combined in this sense. Given m services there are n=m+1 possibilities, either the part is an
element of one of the callers or it is a service itself. The choice is that choice with minimal
cost. This however requires a cost of coupling (at least if distance is not a factor), otherwise
it can never be independent unless there is a locality restriction.
For every flow of data within services, there are cost of data transfer which can be measured.
An invocation can involve any number of data elements (parameters) -> tuple. A service has
a “probability” to invoke another service/function with a certain tuple (this can be more than
1 if it invokes the service multiple times). Every function invocation can result in multiple
different active inputs (call results) each with an occurrence frequency (the total of the tuples
should be the same as the frequency of the call tuple - this is per call, not per service).
Optionally a service can have an internal cost 2 (that is the time spent inside the service). For
a given service cost of calling a service with a given tuple as input is: the frequency of that
operation ∗ cost of sending that tuple + internal cost + sum(for each output)[frequency ∗ cost
of sending the tuple] Cost of sending are the additional costs over regular data transfer and is
normally a function of size and distance Some data elements have fixed locality (therefore
2It makes no difference in the calculation, but it’s probably good to show that it does not
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cannot be inclined, but must be transferred) – eg. Google search index. The algorithm
involves the use of three attributes namely the cost of invocation, composition and merging
the proto-services.
4.3.1 The cost of invocation proto-services
The cost that associated with the invocating the proto-service from one state to another (given
by its parameters). For instance, there is a given cost of invoking proto-service which leads
to the data creation (Order received (1), order evaluation (2) and list of component (3) in the
running example of Table 4.1).
4.3.2 The cost of composition of proto-services
The cost associated with the composing a proto-service resulting from the combination of
data. As shown in Figure 4.5, there is a cost of composing the pro-service that used the order
received (1), order evaluation (2) and list of component (3), resulting to the creating of the
bill (4).
Definition 4.4: (Composition Cost.)
Let a data model be given with set of fixed nodes (N) and set of proto-service (A). The cost
of composing the services (given by probability and parameters distribution).
Definition 4.5: Weight of the Node.
Let a data-based model, Dm consisting of set of nodes {n1, n2,...∈ N} and set of proto-service
{a1, a2..... ∈ A}. A node can be of one of three types namely, root Ri, decision Di and
reference ri data elements. The set of nodes (n1, n2,...∈ Dm) are inter-connected by the
proto-service {a1, a2..... ∈ A}.
Thus,
w(n) = {N∪Dm}
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The weight of a node N, w(n) is defined in (Vanderfeesten et al., 2011) as follows:
w(n) =

1, i f n ∈ {C}− typeAND
1
d , i f n ∈ {C}− typeXOR
1
2d−1 +
2d−2
2d−1 ·
1
d , i f n ∈ {C}− typeOR
1, i f n ∈ {Dm}
where d: the number of all input and output in a node or proto-service
4.3.3 The cost of merging proto-services
The cost of merging Node 4 and 1 is: CompletionCost(1+4- completionCost(1) + comple-
tionCost(4,6), (4, 5), (4, 3) (4,2)
For every merge m-1, skipped nodes
MaxSkipping =
(N)(N−1)
2
(4.1)
EC(N⃗) =∑
n1,n2∈N⃗,∀a∈N⃗
CompletionCost(n1,n2)
N·(N−1)
2
(4.2)
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Algorithm 1: Create data list,elements and proto-services
Input :A set J of business process fragments ( f1, f2, f3, . . . f j, . . . fn ∈ Fm)
Output :A set w of business services (s1,s2,s3, . . .s j ∈ Sm)
1 foreach fi ∈ J do
// Data Element types
2 T1 ← T2 ← T3 ← T4 ← False;
3 if fi ∈ Rd then
4 a← protoService({ fi});
5 if a is compatible with fi then // O(left, fi) = 1
6 if a < fi then
7 si ← Union(a, fi)
8 else
9 si ← Union( fi,a)
10 else if fi ∈ Ld then
11 a← protoService({ fx|i≤ x < j});
12 if a is compatible with fi then // O(a, fi) = 1
13 if a = fi then
14 si ← Union(a, fi);
/* this is put with up to keep the tree as flat as
possible */
15 else
16 si ← Union( fi,a);
/* this is linked to up */
17 else if fi ∈Cd then
18 a← protoService({ fx| j ≤ x≤ n});
19 if a is compatible with fi then // O(a, fi) = 1
20 if a < fi then
21 si ← Union(a, fi);
/* this is put under up to keep the tree as flat as
possible */
22 else
23 si ← Union( fi,a);
/* this is linked to up */
24 else if fi ∈ Qd then
25 a← protoService({ fx|i≤ x < j});
26 if a is compatible with fi then // O(a, fi) = 1
27 if a < fi then
28 si ← Union(a, fi);
/* this is put to the right of up to keep the tree as
flat as possible */
29 else
30 si ← Union( fi,a);
/* this is linked to up */
31 return w
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1. Set the value exchange w˜ between bo and Proto-service A1..n
2. For each value exchange w˜
3. set the boundary of s as a cluster
4. create a new service si and add s to candidate service S
5. foreach s ∈ S
6. check for the lowest composition cost
7. Input the new service S into service portfolio
8. End
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4.4 Service Identification Algorithm
A graph of all “parts” where each part starts an individual service is generated as shown in
the figure 4.6. Some parts have locality restrictions,and there will be external services that
cannot be influenced: for example, representing users calling a web service, in some cases
they need to be represented in aggregate. Between each service there can be an arbitrary
amount of connecting arcs. There are some “unassigned” localities representing servers that
may host services.
There is a function with given two localities and a tuple which calculates the cost of transfer-
ring that tuple. It is important to note that locality is a flexible notion and could be a separate
container on the same physical server with a low cost.
Each external source has its frequency which is a relative amount compared to the other
sources. Starting with these frequencies, we determine how frequent each “service” is in-
voked (i.e #caller ∗ sum(invoke frequencies for service).
All services are allocated to a random initial “host”, starting from the most call-costly service.
we also determine the host on which the overall system costs are minimal (this only depends
on the cost of the direct callers). Services with the lowest accumulated call costs with internal
services as callers (the total of costs of calling and returning from the service for all callers)
are candidates to incorporate a service.
Based on the total call frequencies, we calculate the service with the highest overall call cost
(the service whose cumulative invocation is most expensive) and calculate for all callers the
new costs when incorporating that service as well as the cost for retaining the service at each
of the available hosts. Select the minimum service (if it was not consumed) that are eligible
for the next round. An evaluation that does not result in a change does not count as a round.
When a round does not finish because no changes are made, the system is put on halt. One of
the costs will be a cost of complexity, a polynomial of size (x^2).
The step-by-step execution of the operations that may occur during the execution of the
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sofa production process is shown in Figure 4.5, the introduction of the initial state with the
leaf data elements which are executed depending on the flowing attributes (execution cost,
processing time, execution conditions, failure probability and resource class).
8
11
9
7
1 2 3
13
15
14
10
6
5
4
12
 Ps03
 Ps08
 Ps07
 Ps05
 Ps02
 Ps06
 Ps04
 Ps10 Ps9  Ps11
 Ps01
Op12
Ps13
 Ps15
 Ps14
 Ps16
The values for some of the root data elements (1 ;2; 3; 8; 12; 14) 
are available
(indicated by bold red circles). We refer to this situation as the 
initial state.
Executable operations by steps:  Ps08;   Ps07;  Ps03;  Ps12 and   
Ps01;.
 a. The value for data element 4; 5 is produced by Proto service  
Ps08 as shown in bold blue circles.
 b. The value for data element 7; 6 is produced by Proto-service  
Ps07 as  shown in bold yellow circles. The data value for 9; 11 is 
dependent on the proto-service Ps13. The value of data elements 
10 is dependent on the proto-service Ps13.
 c. The value for data element 13 is produced by proto-service 
Ps03 and  Ps12 shown in bold purple circle.
 d. The final data element 15 is produced by proto-service  Ps01 
shown in bold black circle. 
Fig. 4.6 The data dependency graph for the sofa production case.
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Step 1: Assign frequencies to all nodes
Step 2: Calculate cx,y for all edges
Step 3: Determine the maxcx,y for every incoming node y
Step 4: Create a sorted list of nodes bsed on maxc?,y for node y
Step 5: Pick the last node Y from the sorted list with the highest cost
Step 6: forall called x of node y, calculate the difference in costs if merging y into x
Step 7: Choose the node xmin with the highest savings
Step 8: if xmin i worse than not merging, pick the previous element from the sorted list
and go to Step 6. If no more nodes then finish
Step 9: Merge node y into node x to become X‘
-recalculate all c for all nodes
-calculate maxc?,x for X‘
- Remove x and y from the sorted list
- add the new merged node X‘ to the list
fx = frequency of activity invocation for activity x
rx,y = ratio of single invocation of x leading to an invocation of activity Y
cx,y = the cost of invoking x,y (input + output)
dx,y = the distance between x,y. Note:d =1. When merged, d=0.
sx,y = size of data between x,y iy = cost of all incoming calls of X
Target T = (0, 1, 2,...n)
cx,y = f x ∗ rx,y ∗ sx,y ∗dx,y
imax = maxx,y∈N⃗
CompletionCost(cx,y)
f x·( f x−1)
2
(4.3)
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It is important that more than one proto-service may be executable at a certain point in time
or alternative operation can be executed instead of waiting. For instance, Ps16 can be chosen
over Ps13 depending on the execution time and cost. From Table 4.2, the execution target
for Ps16 and Ps13 is 1.0, whereas the cost of executing Ps13 is lower than than Ps16 (4.785:
7.564) using equation 4.3. Therefore, it is better of to choose Ps13 over Ps16.
Table 4.2 Operations and their attributes for the sofa production running example.
Output Input Cost T
Ps01 15 13, 14 6.6275 5.0
Ps02 14 - 1.0 5.0
Ps03 13 12, Ps04 10.6435 1.0
Ps04 Op3 11,10 6.1275 2
Ps05 8 - 1.0 0.0
Ps06 12 - 1.0 0.0
Ps07 7, 6 5 6.23 1.0
Ps08 4 1, 2, 3 3.21 5.0
Ps09 1 - 0.0 0.0
Ps10 2 - 0.0 0.0
Ps11 3 - 0.0 3.0
Ps12 13 8 2.215 1.0
Ps13 10 6 4.785 1.0
Ps14 5 4 0.0 1.0
Ps15 9 7 5.303 1.0
Ps16 11 9 7.564 1.0
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Fig. 4.7 Running example of Service Identification
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4.5 Service Aggregation
Services are known not to be generic, services in a specific process model can be different in
different instance,therefore additional properties are raised for right identification of business
services.
1. a service is triggered and derived by a specific reason which can be said to be a data.
2. in collaborative systems, high service interoperability can help in service identification.
For any alternative (1, 2, 3....n), we calculate the cost of connection, the results are compared
to aggregate the services based on pre-defined conditions namely:
1. the cohesion value of each split in each alternatives.
2. if cohesion coefficient of alternative 1 is higher than the other, then the partition of
alternative 1 is preferable.
3. if the cohesion coefficient of partition of alternative 1 is higher than other, then the
larger activities of alternative 1 is preferable
4. in all cases, the heuristic is indecisive.
For specific instance, the service size is defined from the alternatives, which in another
instance can be of undefined-sized and logically decoupled which can be invoked by an
action within its internal or external process. Therefore, it cannot be measured in terms of
absolute digits or formulae but can be analysed in terms of cohesion and coupling criteria to
improved service structure, and lead to high interoperability.

Chapter 5
Evaluation of Data-driven Service
Identification Framework. Using the
Sofa Ordering Process Case Study
5.1 Introduction
The previous three chapters have extensively dealt with each body of the research methodol-
ogy (Section 1.3). It is neccessary to instantiate, validate and verify the entire framework
using the ordering process as Case study. The reason for using the ordering process is because
it is subject to more drastic changes in trade policy due to political factor (e.g. Brexit1)(Sapir
et al., 2016), legal and economic factors. Likewise, in ordering process, several type of
enterprise information systems are being used e.g. ERP, CRM and many more. The ordering
process demonstrates the link between internal single systems, collaborating with other
organization systems as shown in Appendix I. Thus, it is necessary to re-use the same case to
verify our requirement and approaches in Chapter 3 and 4 respectively.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 introduces the general description of the
1Exit of United Kingdom from European Union
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case study used in (Bianchini et al., 2014) which is used to analyse the framework. Section
6.3 presents the service identification for the sofa ordering process with the decomposition
process and the formalization of the alternatives. Section 6.5 compares our approach with
the Bianchini et al. (2014) work. Section 6.6 presents the impacts of coupling and cohesion
in service-oriented business process.
5.2 Case Study: Description in General
As a motivating example, we present a case study “sofa production and ordering process"
reproduced from the recent publication (Bianchini et al., 2014). The sofa production process
depicts the processes in single and collaboration system(as discussed in chapter 4).
The sofa production and ordering process (Figure 4.1) describes the production of the
sofa components and outsourcing accessory from another suppliers. The sofa production
process involves the assembling the backbone component and the accessories. The backbone
component is produced within the single system of the sales and purchasing department
known as the administrative unit whenever an order is received from a client.
The accessories are outsourced from a supplier which involves receiving and analysing order,
and delivery of the accessories to the sofa manufacturer. A complete representation of the
data input and output of each activity in Figure 4.1 is summarized in the Appendix II.
In any defining business process model BPm (e.g. “sofa production and ordering process"),
there are three components that are relevant in business process modelling namely: the
business activity BA, interaction of activity called action, A and the gate, R. Aside from the
basic definitions and representations of business activity in Chapter 2, business activity is
also formally defined.
Definition 5.1: (Business Activity, BA.)
It is a set of triple, the name of the business activity, n, the set of its defined attributes A,and
its relations between the business activities R.
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BA= {n, A, R}
Furthermore, there are other abstract components in the business process model
namely the data objects, rules and messages. The interaction of set of activities BAi≥ 1
connected by gates G are dependent on set of attributes, the input INd and output OUTd data
and the relation between the set of business activity BAi≥ 1, distinguished by action A and
the gate R.
Therefore, Business activity BA can be said to be 3-tuple, the relations between the business
activities R, data objects interacting based on its properties defined, (INd and output OUTd).
BAi≥ 1= {n, Ri≥ 1 uniondbl INd≥ 1, OUTd ≥ 1}
Each data abstracts the behaviour that an actor displays in the context of an activity. For
example, the first activity in sofa ordering process (see Figure 4.1), the sofa manufacturer
receives an “order" which lead to the “orderEval" which can be said to be data input and
data output respectively. The set of data in an activity “Check Order" defines its abstract
behaviour which triggers more activities and actors.
5.2.1 Decomposition of Sofa Manufacturing Process
Table 5.1 shows the description of the sofa situation which is formalized to determine the
steps of operations (Op) in each package of activities (PA+1). This helps to monitor and
address any issue within the process and thus this increases re-usability.
For instance P1, P2, P6 partitions are easily executed while as P4, P13 and P17 are clustered
within its activity, to output k (accessory), it requires the input of j (material) and e (accessory
component specification) but e is a prerequisite in producing j, which means for every sofa
production, all the materials are used and no material is left for re-use. In a situation where
there is high demand for a specific sofa, there should be ready-made material which will
reduce process time. P4, a (order) has been a major requirement in getting d,c,e and f which is
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Fig. 5.1 Data element of the sofa production process
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clustered in its activity. The production of h (Backbone component) in P6 is the combination
of g (rawMaterial) and d (backbone component specification) but the g can only produced
if there exist d, which should makes the process incomplete. The situation of P6 and P4,
P13 will hold the complete of (P17, P20 ). The solution to easing up the need for d and e is
splitting activity 4 to become (4a, 4b, 4c), where 4a is equal to 2.
Table 5.1 Formalization of the partitioned data elements
PA PB PC PD PE
(“Op1”, 1[2], (0,0) )
(“Op2”, 3[2], (0,0) )
(“Op3”, 6[4,3,5], (0,0) )
(“Op4”, 8[7,4], (0,0) ),
(“Op5”, 9[8], (0,0) )
(“Op6”,11[10,5], (0,0) )
(“Op7”, 11[10,5], (0,0) )
(“Op8”, 12[9,11], (0,0) )
(“Op9”, 13[2], (0,0) )
(“Op10”, 9[13], (0,0) )
(“Op11”, 14[6,9,13,2], (0,0) )
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Alternative designs 1: Using the criteria above to generate the key performing activities in
the sofa production. The first design has the following activities namely: Evaluate the order
“A”, estimate bill “B", delivery backbone component “C”, deliver accessories component“D”,
assemble the sofa “E”, deliver sofa “F", send invoice “G" as shown in Figure 5.2.
A
D
C
G
Order not complete
B
FE
Start
End
Fig. 5.2 Process model for the first alternative
From figure 5.2, it can be seen that values of activity A is clustered in the operation
of data element “1 and 2", the value of activity B is clustered in the operation of data element
"1, 2, 3 and 4", the value of activity C is clustered in operation of data element . The
description of the preliminary design in figure 5.3 can be formalized in a data model as
follows:
Table 5.2 Data elements types in Figure 4.4.
Data Element Fig 5.4
Ri (14 and 15), (11 and 12),(7 and 8),4, 2
Oi {(2,3) ∈ 4}, {(5,6) ∈(7 and 8)}
ri 1, 4
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Fig. 5.3 First Alternative of the Sofa ordering Process
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Alternative design 2: Using the criteria above, generate the key performing activities in
the sofa production which produces same process model as Alternative 1 (cf. Fig 5.3). This
alternative is generate when both backbone component and accessory are readily available.
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Fig. 5.4 Second Alternative of the Sofa Ordering Process
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Alternative design 3: This alternative involves combining the processes of (i.) sale office
and purchasing offices (ii.) purchasing and manufacturing office. Using the same criteria
above, four activities is in this alternative namely: Activity A, “Check order", Activity B“
sale + purchasing processes", Activity C “purchasing + manufacturing processes ”, Activity
D “sales + purchasing + manufacturing processes” as shown in Figure 4.7.
A
C
D
Order not complete
B
Start
End
Fig. 5.5 Process model for the first alternative
Table 5.3 Data elements types in Figure 4.7.
Data Element Fig 5.7
Ri (14 and 15), 13 ,4, 2
Oi {(2,3) ∈ 4}, {(5, 9, 6, 10, 7, 8, 11,12) ∈ 13}, {(5, 9, 13) ∈(14, and 15)}
ri 1, 4
The three alternatives are preferable, the short coming of third alternative is
deadlock that might happen between task B and C. The first and second alternative show
the level of granularity which tend to increase process flexibility. In section 5.4.2, we will
formalize the alternatives to check if this verdict is valid.
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Fig. 5.6 Third alternative of the sofa ordering process
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5.2.2 Formalization of the alternatives
The original process design Figure 4.2 is extracted of the alternatives to produces three data
element structures resulting two process model (cf.fig 5.3 and 5.6). The set of data elements
that are being processed denoted as D and the set of operations on the data elements denoted
as O which are applied to formalize and generate the operation structure of our motivating
example.
Definition 5.12 (Operations structure)
An operations structure is a tuple (D,W, O) with:
1. D: the set of data elements that are being processed.
• D = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15}
2. W = {w}, set of single instance types that are being processed.
• O = {(2,w{1}), (3,w{1}), (4,w{2,3}), (7,w{5,6}), (11,w{10,9}), (13,w{8,12}),
(14,15,w{13})}
• O¯ = {(2,{1}), (3,{1}), (4,{2,3}), (7,{5,6}), (11,{10,9}), (13,{8,12}), (14,15,{13})}
• Ô = {(2, 1), (3, 1), (4,(2, 3)), (4,(2, 3)), (7,(5, 6)), (11,(10, 9)), (13,(8, 12)),
((14,15),13) }
In figure 9, merging activities G and H resulted into the second alternative:
Combining O1B and O1C
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O2A ={(2,w,{1})}
O2BC ={(4,w,{3,2}),(5,w,{3,2}),(3,w,{2}),(6,w,{3,2,4,5})}
O2D ={(7,w,{4})(8,w,{7,4}),(8,w,{4}))}
O2E ={(5,w,{5})}
O2F ={(9,w,{8})}
O2G ={(5,w,{5})}
O2H ={(10,w,{5}),(11,w,{10,5})),(11,w,{5}))}
O2I ={(11,w,{11})}
O2J ={(12,w,{8,11}),(13,w,{12})}
O2K ={(9,w,{13,9})}
O2L ={(14,w,{6,13}),(13,w,{6,13})}
Combining O2H and O2I
O3A ={(2,w,{1})}
O3BC ={(4,w,{3,2}),(5,w,{3,2}),(3,w,{2}),(6,w,{3,2,4,5})}
O3D ={(7,w,{4})(8,w,{7,4}),(8,w,{4}))}
O3E ={(5,w,{5})}
O3F ={(9,w,{8})}
O3G ={(5,w,{5})}
O3HI ={(10,w,{5}),(11,w,{10,5})),(11,w,{5}),(11,w,{11}))}
O3J ={(12,w,{8,11}),(13,w,{12})}
O3K ={(9,w,{13,9})}
O3L ={(14,w,{6,13}),(13,w,{6,13})}
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Combining O3J and O3K
O4A ={(2,w,{1})}
O4BC ={(4,w,{3,2}),(5,w,{3,2}),(3,w,{2}),(6,w,{3,2,4,5})}
O4D ={(7,w,{4})(8,w,{7,4}),(8,w,{4}))}
O4E ={(5,w,{5})}
O4F ={(9,w,{8})}
O4G ={(5,w,{5})}
O4HI ={(10,w,{5}),(11,w,{10,5})),(11,w,{5}),(11,w,{11}))}
O4JK ={(12,w,{8,11}),(13,w,{12}),(9,w,{13,9})}
O4L ={(14,w,{6,13}),(13,w,{6,13})}
Combining O4JK and O4L
O4A ={(2,w,{1})}
O4BC ={(4,w,{3,2}),(5,w,{3,2}),(3,w,{2}),(6,w,{3,2,4,5})}
O4D ={(7,w,{4})(8,w,{7,4}),(8,w,{4}))}
O4E ={(5,w,{5})}
O4F ={(9,w,{8})}
O4G ={(5,w,{5})}
O4HI ={(10,w,{5}),(11,w,{10,5})),(11,w,{5}),(11,w,{11}))}
O4JKL ={(12,w,{8,11}),(13,w,{12}),(9,w,{13,9}),(14,w,{6,13}),(13,w,{6,13})}
For each alternative (1, 2, 3), we calculate the metrics, the results are compared to aggregate
the services based on defined conditions namely:
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1. the cohesion value of each split in each alternatives.
2. if cohesion coefficient of alternative A is higher than the other, then the partition of
alternative A is preferable.
3. if the cohesion coefficient of partition of alternative A is higher than other, then the
larger activities of alternative A is preferable
4. in all cases, the heuristic is indecisive.
Definition 5.13 (Data cohesion)
The measure of activity responsibilities and tightness within a service is known as cohesion,
the higher the cohesion, the higher the activity dependencies Vanderfeesten et al. (2008). For
an activity T = (t,e) on an operations structure (D,O), the data cohesion c(t) is defined as
follows:
c(t) = λ · µ(t)
where λ is the data relation cohesion and µ(t) is the data cohesion
Combining O4JK and O4L resulted into the outputting of data elements 14 and 13 which
represents invoice and sofaPackage respectively in t20. Therefore to calculate the cohesion of
this JKL, separate relation cohesion and data cohesion is calculated between the two outputs
(13 or 14) and the activity t17,t18, and t19.
λ 4(O4JKL) =
|(12,12,13,13,13,13|
4×3 =
6
12
= 0.5∗2 = 1
µ4(JKL) =
|12,13|
6
=
2
6
= 0.333∗2 = 0.667
c4(JKL) = 1×0.667 = 0.667
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Definition 5.14 (Process cohesion)
ch =
c(t)
|n|
Therefore, the data cohesion of each service, is divided by the number of activities (n) in the
service. i.e.
ch(1) =
0+0.667+0+0.222+0+0+0+0.3335+0+0.25+0+0
12
= 0.123
ch(2) =
0+0.667+0.222+0+0+0+0.3335+0+0.25+0+0
11
= 0.134
ch(3) =
0+0.667+0.222+0+0+0+0.25+0.25+0+0
10
= 0.139
ch(4) =
0+0.667+0.222+0+0+0+0.25+0.267+0
9
= 0.156
ch(5) =
0+0.667+0.222+0+0+0+0.25+0.667
8
= 0.226
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Table 5.4 The total process coupling of the first alternative
O1A O1B O1C O1D O1E O1F O1G O1H O1I O1J O1K O1L Total
O1A 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
O1B 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6
O1C 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 7
O1D 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
O1E 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 4
O1F 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3
O1G 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4
O1H 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 6
O1I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2
O1J 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 6
O1K 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3
O1L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3
Total 2 6 7 4 4 3 4 6 2 6 3 3 50
cp1 =
50
12∗11 =
50
132
= 0.379
cp2 =
36
11∗10 =
36
132
= 0.327
ch3 =
32
10∗9 = 0.356
ch4 =
27
9∗8 = 0.375
ch5 =
26
8∗7 = 0.464
ch5 =
26
8∗7 = 0.464
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Definition 6 (Process coupling/cohesion ratio)
For the two alternative designs for the sofa production case the coupling/cohesion
ratio is:
Γ1 =
cp1
ch1
=
0.379
0.123
= 3.08
Γ2 =
0.327
0.134
= 2.44
Γ3 =
0.356
0.139
= 2.56
Γ4 =
0.375
0.156
= 2.40
Γ5 =
0.464
0.226
= 2.05
Overall evaluation
Table 5.5 C&C value for three alternative designs to the sofa production case
Process cohesion Process coupling Coupling/cohesion ratio
Alternative 1 0.123 0.379 3.08
Alternative 2 0.134 0.327 2.44
Alternative 3 0.139 0.356 2.56
The C&C is used to find the preferable and best design between the alternatives.
The design with lowest coupling/cohesion ratio is to be considered for usage. Therefore,
the first design is preferable, it shows that alternative 5 contains activities that are not over
granulated i.e. not too small or not too large as shown table 5.5.
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5.3 Comparison between value-based and C&C-based ser-
vice identification
it is important to state the comparison between the two service identifications based on
their representation and formal merits. Firstly, it should be known that value-based service
identification does not only contain core services, but also represent quality features relating
to these services, such as “convenience” and “economical” but these services might be loosely
coupled.
In the current age of global networks, the focus cannot limit itself to a quality features like
economical or convenience but should be on re-usability of loosely-coupled services. The
value model is also used in identifying more business services and specification of business
rules and policies governing the services which enables semantic agreement among services.
As stated in Nayak et al. (2007), “the current trend toward a service-oriented enterprise
necessitates a formal characterization of business architecture that reflects service-oriented
business thinking.” Therefore, we will make a comparison between these two service
identifications using formal representation:
Main Contribution
Considering the above, evaluation of sofa production using C&C and the presented compari-
son could be summarized:
• the approach transforms the model
• the transformation differs from the result shown in Bianchini et al. (2014)
• the impact of coupling and cohesion has on the results based on the formalization, as
discussed in the next sub-section
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5.4 Impact of coupling and cohesion on service-oriented
business process
The coupling and cohesion has most impact after the formalization and design of new service
identification methods. The essence of using these coupling and cohesion metrics is to
measure the adaptability and performance of the method for every business case that is tested
on. It is important to note that, the majority of service identification methods rely on ad-hoc
and experience-based business cases, which has limiting support for any varied case in a
business domain. In ad-hoc-based service identification methods, sometimes the applicability
or adaptability on similar ad-hoc is assumed to be a “blue sky" situation focusing on just a
particular case.
Bianchini/Vanderfeesten approaches : It explains why Bianchini et.al paper has a differ-
ent result differ from our result.
Table 5.6 C&C Metrics results of Bianchini and our calculation using Vanderfeesten approach
Author Cohesion Coupling C&C ratio
Bianchini Alternative 0.877 0.084 0.09578
Alternative 1 0.873 0.8 1.39Our Method
Alternative 2 0.828 0.917 1.107
The generated results from the two alternatives is compared with the Bianchini’s
result (Bianchini et al., 2014), it shows that the results are different and better. Our approach
has lower granularity in single system and also in collaboration.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
This research has investigated and demonstrated the possibility of identification of candidate
services from business process model, business requirement and corresponding pre-defined
goal, where data elements can be semantically represented by data modelling. This was in
an attempt to simplify and reduce the maintenance cost and time wastage in process design.
This approach will enhance and automate the service identification process, and whenever
the change factors arise, organizations can modify there SOA-based system.
6.1 Research Outcome
The following summarries the main finding of this research in each chapter as follows:
• Chapter 1 discusses the key issues that affect organizations (e.g banks and manufactur-
ing sectors) are wastage of process models and rigid IT spending. It is important for
organization to focus on cost reduction and reuse of their process models. This research
will pave way for a generalised, extensible and reusable framework ro generate their
business services within their single and collaborative systems.
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• Chapter 2 gives a full knowledge of BPM, its benefits and application of SOA into BPM,
as addressed in Section 2.4. The important work in the chapter is the review of the major
methods and approaches of service identification which pave way into understanding
the shortcomings of the methods. With our framework, services can be identified
regardless the size of the business or conceptual data, it is applicable to any organization
type (see Section 3), adaptable to changes and fast error detection i.e. our approach
can go through cycle of re-checks for any error i.e variability in the result for any given
instance. Also, our approach supports information communication and organization
culture. With the ever changing business demands, services identified from the Data-
based Service Identification Framework (DbSIF) are clearly and technically described
(e.g. transfer protocols, data formats), conceptual details (clearly unified and specified
terms and standardized data models) which are intended to be in (open and closed)
information environment, platform independent and widely diffusible.
• Chapter 3 investigates requirements of service identification from different types of in-
formation systems, from single systems to collaborative systems, from closed systems
to open systems. The research is important for providing a solid foundation for further
identifying services for developing different service-oriented systems.
The chapter clearly state the importance of distinguishing the methodology to be used
for every involvement (i.e. single system or collaborative). Same methodology cannot
be used to identify services in all systems or organization. Therefore, organizations
using different enterprises information systems can have different involvement and
operations. In solving the issue, we introduce two-dimensional enterprise information
system, one dimension shows the representation of organization system, i.e. “involve-
ment” dimension and the other dimension represents operation of organizations which
can be seen as open or closed for other partners, i.e. “operation” dimension. For any the
enterprise information systems in any axis or dimension, certain service orientation are
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defined which further assist in business service identification with the right granularity.
In doing so, we state the requirement for service identification for each dimension.
• Chapter 4 introduces the data representation within business processes in single and
collaborative systems which introduce the semi-automatic approach into data extraction
from business process and requirement to produce data-based model. Chapter 4 also
present the use of data-based model (data dependency graph) to capture data and
proto-services in generating candidate service based on semantic relationship and
attributes.
Finally, we introduced the data-driven service identification framework.
• Chapter 5 presents the evaluating procedure for the method and framework, by using a
case study to validate the process.
In conclusion, this approach is applicable to any organization, regardless the operation size,
and the type of system they run.
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Appendix I
A.1 Data extraction algorithm
The algorithm displays the steps in achieving the generating data elements and proto-services.
Line 1-3 of algorithm extracts the data from each activities in the business process. Each
input/output are associated to a complex I/O name and its attributes. Each activities displays
its input data at the beginning and the output at the end of the process’s activities A = [Order,
OrderEval] as shown in Table 4.1. These data elements of other activities are partitioned in
relation to each activity A1...n
In any running example in Table 4.1 that contains set of ti with information element di, set of
task input INd, and task output OUTd
Line 4-5 of algorithm 1 extracts the data from each process model and interconnect using
data dependency graph .
Line 5-6 demonstrates the use of dependency action and data type in the data representation.
The If statement in line 5 and 7 means the if more than one activity creates specific data, this
may be data quality problem. For example, Table 4.1 shows that OrderEval C(OrderEval)
is created whenever order input is read R(Order), in such case, if there is another activity
with C(OrderEval) as output, then this shows the right order evaluation is not correctly done
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Fig. A.1 Sofa Production and Ordering Process
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which can lead to less data quality, consistency and efficiency. It is necessary to check the
data output for repetitions.
INPUT: the set of Business process,BPm = [ bp1,bp2,.. bpi,...bpn ], 0≥i ≥n, each contain-
ing set of activities A = [A1, A2..Ax,..Ay], 0≥x ≥y
OUTPUT: The set ∑ of data objects ∈ { set oˇ of Ri, Oi, ri}
Begin
1. For each Business Process Model bp1 inBPm do
2. add each data functionality (INd, OUTd) as A = [A1, A2..Ax,..Ay], 0≥x ≥y
3. End for
4. foreach Activity Ay ∈BPm do
5. create a partitionPA
6. add every data element (Ri, Oi, ri) that is read, updated and deleted from the in each
activity Ai1...n intoPA1....n
7. end foreach
closePA and addPA to ∑
8. then begin step 2; until last created business object is added intoPB and increment
the counter
9. end foreach
10. return
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Table B.1 Activities Descriptors and Data Dependencies for the Sofa Production Process.
ty Name Input Output
t1 {Check, order} {Order} {OrderEval}
t2 {generate, list, component} {Order } LoC
t3 {evaluate, list, component} {LoC, order} {LoC, BankboneComp.Spec.,
AccessoryComp.Spec.}
t4 {estimate, price} {LoC, Order, BackboneComp.Spec., Ac-
cessoryComp.Spec.}
{Bill}
t5 {analyze, backbone, compo-
nent}
{BackboneComp.Spec} {RawMaterial}
t6 {produce, backbone, compo-
nent}
{BackboneComp.Spec., RawMaterials} {Backb.Comp.}
t7 {collect, backbone, compo-
nent, warehouse}
{backboneComp.Spec} {Backb.Comp.}
t8 {deliver,backbone, compo-
nent}
{Backb.Comp.} {DeliveryNote}
t9 {send, accessory, order} {AccessoryComp.Spec}
t10 {receive, accessory, order} {AccessoryComp.Spec}
t11 {analyze, accessory} {AccessoryComp.Spec} {Materials}
t12 {order, material} {Materials} {Materials}
t13 {produce, accessory} {AccessoryComp.Spec., Materials} {Accessory}
t14 {collect, accessory, ware-
house}
{AccessoryComp.Spec., Materials} {Accessory}
t15 {deliver, accessory} {Accessory} DeliveryAccessory
t16 {receive, accessory} {Accessory}
t17 {assemble, sofa} {Backb.Comp., Accessory} {Sofa}
t18 {package, sofa} {Sofa} {Sofa}
t19 {deliver, sofa} {SofaPackage, DeliveryNote} {DeliveryNote}
t20 {send, invoice } {Bill, SofaPackage} {Invoice, SofaPackage}
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Table A.1 The degrees and weights for the nodes in the data model of figure 3.6
Node (n) Degree Weight (w(n))
1 3 1
2 2 1
3 2 1
5 2 1
7 2 1
m 1 1
C1 1 123−1 +
23−2
23−1 ·
1
3 =
3
7
C2 3 1
C3 4 1
C4 4 1
The weight for each of the arc is calculated as:
Note: In this example, C1 is a split which we call it OR-join connector, C2, C3
and C4 are all AND-join connector. Hence, the weight of the arcs are:
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w(a1) = w(1) · w(OR) = 1 · 37 = 37
w(a2) =w(OR) · w(2) = 37 · 1 = 37
w(a3) =w(OR) · w(3) = 37 · 1 = 37
w(a4) =w(1) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a5) =w(1) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a6) =w(3) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a7) =w(AND) · w(5) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a8) =w(5) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a9) =w(3) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a10) =w(2) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a11) =w(AND) · w(7) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a12) =w(5) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a13) =w(7) · w(AND) = 1 · 1 = 1
w(a14) =w(AND) · w(m) = 1 · 1 = 1
In figure 3.6, It can be seen that there are several path from node “1" to node “m", which leads
to the several alternative in achieving “m". In this figure, node 1 and node m are connected
through the following paths p (p1, p2, p3,...pn).
p1 = {(a14, a13, a11,a8, a7, a6, a3, a1) = (W14· W13· W11· W8· W7 · W6, W3· W1)
= 649 }
p2 = {(a14, a13, a11,a8, a7, a4) = (W14· W13· W11· W8, W7 · W4) = 1}
p3 = {(a14, a13, a11,a5 = (W14· W13· W11· W5) = 1}
p4 ={ (a14, a12, a7, a6), a3, a1) = (W14· W12· W7· W6· W3 · W1) = 19}
p5 = {(a14, a12, a7, a4) = (W14·W12·W7·W4) = 1} p6 = {(a14, a10, a2, a1) = (W14·
W10· W2· W1) = 19}
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Glossaries
• Activity is an atomic described task or sub-process triggered by some certain event
within an organization to complete a certain mission(Kumaran et al., 2008).
• Task depicts the unit of work undertaken with an organization, which combines sets of
activities using (XOR,OR, AND) gates and step by step executed either by human or
machine logically within the process and sub-processes (Cull and Eldabi, 2010), (Kim
and Doh, 2009) .
• Existing Business Functions are collection of inter-related tasks or processes or
operations that support certain enterprise system operation (Klose et al., 2007).
• Non-existing business functions are collections of non existing task operations which
are applicable to other business functions in any organization(Klose et al., 2007),
(Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008).
• Business process is defined as a set of one or more linked procedures or structured
set of activities executed following a predefined order by (potential several) actors
(humans, computers and/or machines) in an organizational and technical environment
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which collectively defines the organizational objectives or business goal (Chinosi and
Trombetta, 2012b).
• Service is business process or function driven that represents a capability within an
enterprise, which provides pieces of self-contained business functionalities(Ese, 2012)
for other services and architectural enterprise to implement.(Alahmari et al., 2010)
Process service is a service that reactively triggers various activities by certain busi-
ness events being used by business and information service. (Dwivedi and Kulkarni,
2008).
Business service is service with executable business process, logic, or actions that is
built upon the business context of any organization over IT and data service (Sanz
et al., 2006).
Composite Service is service with conjunctional or aggregation of multiple services
being internally invoked by customer’s unified view.(Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008).
Software/IT Service is a service with functions of software applications derived from
a business requirements which can be reused separately by several entities. (Kohlborn
et al., 2009b).
Data Service is a service that is generated from critical data entities such as Order,
Claim etc.(Alahmari et al., 2010)
Utility Service is a service which shares its operational details among various other
services as it is commonly set to do, such as payment details, police database system,
etc.(Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008)
Infrastructure service is a service that is automatically distributed over various ser-
vices which provides infrastructure capabilities.(Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008).
Web Service is a service that convert desktop application to web application using
web service technology.(Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008)
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Collaborative Service is a service that is exchangeable between inter-organizations
based on company agreed terms. (Dwivedi and Kulkarni, 2008)
• Service coupling is the degree of complexity of information element within a service,
which maintains certain relationship that minimizes dependencies between the infor-
mation elements.(Ese, 2012)
• Service cohesion is the degree of inter-relationship between different services which
depends on the numbers of operations (Huergo et al., 2014).
• Service granularity is the defined as the scope of functionality or size of operations
that individual services implement to provide the right granular level (Ese, 2012).
• Right business service is right identified service with low granularity, low coupling
and high cohesion at application-oriented, business-related level of granularity using
widely applied standards (Boerner and Goeken, 2009), (Legner and Heutschi, 2007).
• Process orchestration is notion in which services (processes and execution con-
straints) are invoked with a detailed view in explicit order.(Weske, 2009)
• Closed information environment is any organization operating in an escalated secu-
rity or non-collaborative posture, using and running its own process service within,
which reduces the time spent on series of fragments of information, increasing effi-
ciency and effectiveness in slving problems.(Goh and Hooper, 2009)
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• Open information environment is any organization with existing process models,real-
time application scheduled to interrelate its tasks according to a service calls or specific
algorithm within a collaborative organizations and sub-organizations.(Deng et al.,
1999)
• Workflow is the flow of business cases that specific, execute, monitor and coordinate
the flow of processesor tasks within or outside an organization, for example is the
mortgage application, handling loan application, and registration of new clients.(Ellis,
2005)
• WFM system is system enactment of workflow models or process which give capabili-
ties for the end-users to ulter the business process during its execution run-time(Reijers,
2003) .
• BPM system is system that defines, manage, evaluate and enact business processes
through the execution of software which execute the process model to represent the
business process logic(Weske, 2009).
• Verification is the determining the basic characteristic features and behaviour which
a certain process model exhibit(Wynn et al., 2009), workflow systems such as (Yet
Another Workflow Language)YAWL provide verification capabilities(van der Aalst,
2013)
• Validation is checking for the correctness of a process model or service model.
• SOA is a modern information technology (IT) approach where data, logic function-
ality and software systems are (re)implemented as a set of robust and interoperable
services.(Alahmari et al., 2010)
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• Process configuration is the customization of configurable models to a specific solu-
tion, applied over various variation point (Alves et al., 2013)
• Service-Oriented computing (SOC) is the design paradigm for distributed computing
platforms that utilizes services as compositional and fundamental elements used to
build software and application system solutions (Papazoglou, 2003), (Papazoglou and
Heuvel, 2004).
• Application Logic is coordination of business logic and infrastructure components
according to the business requirement (Wang and Wang, 2006).
• Enterprise logic refer to ideological underpinnings on organizational activities which
are built on the need for shared business values and creativities(Jones and Crompton,
2009).
• Business Logic is the coordination of process routing, operational constraints, excep-
tion handling and business strategy for appropriate business situation (Wang and Wang,
2006).
Source code is an executable description of computer information or program com-
piled to perform certain executable duty or form (Binkley, 2007).
• Process model is a foundational representation of a business process(Weske, 2009)
which captures the different in which a process instance is handled (van der Aalst,
2013).

